













Carelessness, HUMAN LESSNESS, causes 9 out of
10 forest fires.' Each year 200,000 fires burn over 30 mil-
lion acres in the United States. This represents 5 percent
of our nation's woodlands being wasted each year. Every
fire takes its toll. Floods follow; stream flow is affected;
timber, buildings, grazing and wildlife are destroyed -
all because MANY are CARELESS with fire in and near
woodland. This can be remedied. You can put an end to
this shameful waste! PREVENTION is YOUR business!
YOU, whether YOU be a farmer, homemaker, business
or professional man or woman, municipal, state or federal
official, clerk or woodsman can play an important part in
the continuing and vital prevention program.
First - by setting a good example YOURSELF - being
sensible and complying with the necessary laws and regu-
lations governing the use of fire in and near woodlands.
Second - by using YOUR individual influence in your
community and valued counsel with others in insisting
and encouraging them to do likewise.
The following simple rules may be used as a guide both
for YOU and for them.
1. Before burning, secure a permit from your local for-
est fire warden . — the law requires it.
2. Be sure to properly supervise your burning — don't
leave it.
3. Make certain your fire, camp or debris, is DEAD OUT
before leaving it.
4. Don't throw down lighted matches, cigars and cigar-
ettes or from moving vehicles — make sure they are
out — use your ash tray.
5. Don't burn at home - use your town dump and save
yourself much possible difficulty, both personal and
financial.
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TOWN OFFICERS
Moderator, Frank A. Hopkins
Town Clerk, Anna M. Chute
Treasurer, Shirley E. Creighton
Selectmen:
Frank C. Hutchison Term expires 1961
George F. Shea Term expires 1962
Charles H. Blanchard Term expires 1963
Tax Collector, Anna M. Chute
Trustees of Trust Funds, Hobart M. Adams, Donald W.
Hopkins and Marjorie L. Aiken.
Library Trustees, Haydn S. Pearson, Jarvis M. Adams and
Henrietta M. Hopkins.
Supervisors of Check List, George P. Foster, Lincoln W. Fitts
and Donald C. Davis
Ballot Inspectors, Carlyle Burland, Gardner Glover, Hobart
M. Adams and Willard Hopkins.
Highway Agent, Dean Russell.
Chief of Police, Eugene W. Creighton.
Special Police, Thomas M. Coughlan, John Rideout and
Robert Gilbert.
Cemetery Trustees, Hobart M. Adams, Donald W. Hopkins
and Marjorie L. Aiken.
Appointed Officials:
Fire Chief, Chester W. Russell.
Fire Warden, Perley W. Blanchard.
Deputy Fire Wardens, Thomas M. Coughlan, Robert Atkinson,
and Charles H. Blanchard.
Overseer of Poor, Florence T. Merchant.
Health Officer, Philip E. Magoon, Sr.
Surveyor of Wood and Timber, John T. Robertson.
Auditors, Frances H. Russell, Florence S. Adams.
Board of Health, Selectmen.
Board of Adjustment, Charles R. Hopkins, Malcolm R. Moses,
Chester W. Russell, Jarvis M. Adams, F. Daniel Paro.
Planning Board, Beverly B. Carbee, Anna M. Chute, Lincoln
W. Fitts, Charles R. Hopkins, Frank C. Hutchison, Chair-
man; George H. Crawford, Harold A. Farrow.
Recreation Committee, F. Daniel Paro, Chairman; Frances
Russell, Secretary; Shirley E. Creighton, Treasurer.
Greenfield Improvement Assn, Dorothy Gilbert, Pres. ; Walter
H. Zillessen, Vice-Pres.; Ralph Russell, Treas.; George
Foster, Rec. Sec; Frances Russell, Cor. Sec.
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The new Town Dump on the Bennington Road was approved
by the State Board of Health, and placed in operation October
22nd, 1960. The total cost of this new site was $958.60, which
included $576.30 for the land and attendant legal fees, $321.48
for clearing and preparing the site, and $60.82 for miscellaneous
costs. The old site was sold to the State for the sum of $840.00.
The Town was faced with an emergency expense due to the
collapse of the cover on the Town well. Estimates for the cost
of repairs were as high as $1,075.00. The work was handled
without bids at a cost of $516.28, the work being supervised by
George Shea. Steel I beams and rails were used to reinforce the
roof, so that this repair should be permanent for a good many
years to come.
The Town debt was reduced by the prepayment of $10,000
from the sale of the Otter Lake property for $19,045. The bal-
ance of $9,045 from this sale was turned over to the Trustees of
Trust Funds for investment.
The accelerated TRA program was completed on the Moun-
tain Road (see the Road Agent's Report for details), the Town
advancing to the State the sum of $9,900. for this work. The
Town will be reimbursed for this sum over a two year period by
the State.
Bids were called for the authorized work on the Town Hall,
consisting of painting the exterior and installing rest rooms.
Bids were let to the lowest bidders: the painting to Roger Oja
for $2,200, the rest rooms to Robert Fish for $945, and the
carpentry work and materials to Arthur Blanchard for $575.
Additional wiring was required, the installation of heating ducts,
and painting of this new construction. These costs were nomi-
nal and were handled without bids. Fire damage to the Town
Hall was repaired for a bid cost of $275, which will be reim-
bursed to the Town by the insurance company. New over-head
doors and a cement ramp were installed in the Fire House, this
work being supervised by the Fire Chief. The total cost was
$428.24, which included an unanticipated expense of $94.10
for the cement ramp.
Included in this year's Report is a ten year summary of Town
receipts and expenditures, which it is hoped the voters will find
of interest as an indication of the rising trend of costs for our
Town government. This data was prepared by George Foster
and Robert Stanley. The Selectmen wish to express their
appreciation for the time and effort which went into compiling
this information.
The Selectmen appointed a committee of two, consisting of
Donald Davis and Robert Gilbert to 1)—make a study of the
insurance coverage of Town properties; and 2)—to investigate
the savings which could be realized by conversion of our present
coverage from stock insurance companies to mutual companies.
This study is reported later, with the Committee's findings.
The Selectmen wish to express their appreciation of the work
done by the Committee. While on the subject of insurance, a
reduction in rates on our present policies went into effect as of
July 1st, from which the Town will receive a rebate of $228.72.
We are all familiar with the phrase "In this world nothing is
certain but Death and Taxes." Benjamin Franklin first said it
over 200 years ago; and today our tax bills are mounting ever
higher and higher. We have what we should consider as a serious
tax problem in the Town of Greenfield. Do we realize how
rapidly our local taxes have been increasing year by year? Here
is a tabulation of our property taxes since 1950:
Year Levy Year Levy
1960 $72,438 1955 $47,801
1959 66,063 1954 44,520
1958 69,548 1953 43,965
1957 62,087 1952 41,800
1956 51,418 1951 36,612
1950 30,052
Our taxes have increased 198% in the ten year period of 1951
to 1960. If the next ten years witness a similar increase, our
Tax Levy in 1970 will be $143,000 instead of the $72,438 which
we levied this past year. To be paying twice the property taxes
which we are now paying is certainly not a pleasant prospect.
In case you may feel this to be an unreasonable projection,
consider the previous ten-year period, from 1941 to 1950. In
1941, our tax levy was $15,199; and in 1950 it was $30,052, for
the same two-fold increase
What can we, as thoughtful citizens, do to prevent our tax
burden from becoming oppressive? Undoubtedly, our taxes will
increase, since our over-all costs of government (schools and
services) will increase,—this seems to be the inevitable course
of events The only practical solution to keeping our individual
tax bills down to a reasonable level is to share these increasing
costs of government among a greater total number of taxpayers.
Resident taxpayers in 1960 numbered 168, paying $49,659, or
68% of our total Tax Levy. 165 non-resident taxpayers paid
the balance. Of the resident taxpayers' bill, $9892, or 20%, was
paid by local business or commercial enterprises. This, cer-
tainly, is a substantial percentage. As individuals, our taxes
would be reduced 25% if the revenue from business enterprises
could somehow be increased another 20%. This obviously
indicates our need to attract new industry to Greenfield. (Non-
resident commercial businesses paid $6,766, or 28% of non-
resident taxes.)
We need also, however, to increase the total number of prop-
erty owners, both resident and non-resident, if any appreciable
off-setting of our increasing taxes is to be accomplished. An
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It is suggested that the voters seriously consider the establish-
ment of a Greenfield Chamber of Commerce, charged with a
vigorous campaign for publicizing the desirability of Greenfield
as a place in which to live and own property, together with an
organized program for attracting new industry and commercial
enterprise.
CHIEF OF POLICE
The activities of the police department in the past three years
have increased at the rate of about ten per-cent per year. Some
of you probably only see the police department in operation on
special occasions. However, there are complaints coming in
most of the time through the year and quite a few of these are
received in the night when most people are sleeping. It makes
no difference to your police chief at what hour the call is re-
ceived as he is always ready to go. If the complaint needs more
than one officer the department has four special police officers
who can be called at any time. They are namely: Robert Gil-
bert, Chester Russell, Thomas Coughlan and John Rideout.
This year the police department hopes to have a training school
teaching these men how to investigate accidents, house com-
plaints, court procedure, etc., at no expense to the Town.
Now we come to this intersection Route 31 and 136. Traffic
has been moving too fast through this intersection and it is
impossible to be there 24 hours a day. I, as your Chief of Police,
recommend an overhead traffic light which would blink red on
the Francestown Road and Slip Road and amber up and down
Forest Road. This department is investigating the total price
of the installation. In view of the State Park coming into town
there will be far more traffic passing through this intersection
and a great deal of this traffic will be passing through for the
first time and will not realize an intersection is there until they
are upon it. Let's be prepared before we are faced with this
traffic hazard.
Next we have a parking problem. Ten years ago we had
adequate parking space. Today we can't begin to take care of
the flow of traffic on weekends as a great deal of this traffic stops
at the Greenfield Industries. The parking there is congested.
This year alone we have had seven accidents there—this being
half of the accidents reported in town. The solution to this is
more parking space. Any suggestions to overcome this would
be greatly appreciated. Please give this serious thought as we
will be faced with an even greater parking problem as soon as
the State Park is in operation.
We are in the process of obtaining an ordinance to legalize
the posting of traffic signs on Class 4 and 5 roads.
After reading this report I hope that we share the same ideas
towards the progress being made now and in the future to the
Town of Greenfield.
FIRE CHIEF
The fire department responded to the following calls in 1960:
3 chimneys — 2 buildings
2 brush fires — 1 dump
3 mutual aid calls (twice to Francestown, once to Antrim)
Greenfield received aid at the Sampson fire from Frances-
town, Bennington, Antrim and Hancock.
In addition, the department made 6 oil burner inspections, 2
foster home inspections, 3 hospital inspections, 1 school inspec-
tion, and recharged 11 fire extinguishers.
The department acquired thru town appropriation, 650 feet
of 2J^ hose, and installed overhead doors. The siren was taken
down and overhauled, and due to the installation of the new
doors, some electrical wiring was relocated, and additional
lights, and receptacles were installed in the station.
The firemen thru volunteer labor, painted the ceiling, walls,
and woodwork, and sanded and refinished the floor of the up-
stairs hall. They also paved the driveway in front of the station,
and broke up and removed part of the old concrete floor prior
to the installation of the new doors.
A training program was instituted for both the new and older
members of the department. This included films, lectures, and
drills on various phases of fire fighting, and tours of the various
institutions in town. Several firemen attended the fire school at
Meadowwood sponsored by the N. H. Fire Chiefs Club.
The firemen conducted a food sale, and newspaper drive, and
from funds obtained, purchased fire coats, first aid equipment, a
coffee urn, and Christmas lights, and sponsored a fire prevention
week essay contest in the grade school.
Future plans for the department include purchase of a resus-
citator, new hose, new heating system (the present oil stove is
inadequate), and repair of the roof, and insulation of the new
addition.
I would like to thank the citizens for their support and co-
operation with the department in helping to prevent fires, and
to the mutual aid system and surrounding towns for the valu-




The committee appointed by the Selectmen has reviewed
the entire insurance program, (with the exception of coverage
provided by the school department) and submits the following
recommendations
:
1. As present policies expire, rearrange the insurance so as
to obtain increased coverage at the same cost thru strong
companies which have the facilities for rendering good
service.
2. Recommend compliance with all practical recommenda-
tions of the N. H. Board of Underwriters and any insurance
companies involved. This will result in somewhat lower
rates, but more important, it should result in a much less
possibility of a loss.
This is an interim report of the insurance committee.
PLANNING BOARD
By action of the voters at Town Meeting, a Town Planning
Board of seven members was created, appointments to the
Board being made by the Selectmen.
The first meeting of the Board was held in February, and
seven additional meetings were held during the year. The first
consideration of the Board was the location of a new site for the
Town Dump. Eleven possible areas were investigated, follow-
ing which these sites were reviewed by members of the State
Board of Health and the State Forestry Department, with their
tentative acceptance of three possible areas. The Board's
recommendation of the Harry Dorr site was accepted by the
Town at a special Town Meeting on July 14th.
The Board studied possible modifications to the Zoning Law,
a sub-committee of three members making a detailed study of
this matter, with recommendations which the Board accepted
and incorporated into an article for the 1961 Town Meeting.
The Board is currently studying the problem which the Town
will presently be faced with when the new State Park goes into
operation. This involves the lack of adequate parking facilities
for the influx of transient traffic. Actually, the parking problem
is currently acute for our present flow of traffic; but the situa-
tion will shortly become much more critical. It is the unanimous
opinion of the Board that some additional space must be found
for the parking of cars in the down-town area. For 1961, this
item will have first priority on our agenda, and since it is a
problem which is vital to all the residents of Greenfield, the
Board welcomes and needs the advice and suggestions of our
citizens. During 1961, the meetings of the Planning Board will
be open to the public, and we shall welcome the attendance of
all interested property owners. Advance notice of our meetings




In reference to the three year T.R.A.—the Pond Road being
one mile mixed and sealed, a half mile mixed and sealed from
the State Highway to Edda Lowe's corner; sealed four tenths of
a mile, Lowes to hill above Sampsons. On the Mountain Road,
nine tenths of a mile was rebuilt, mixed and sealed ; an addition
of a mile extending to the previously tarred strip towards the
Town Line also mixed and sealed. Remainder of 1959 T.R.A.
not expended, approximately three hundred and fifty from
Sampson's corner to Lyndeborough Town Line mixed and
sealed.
A total of four miles of paved road being added to the existing
two half miles of tarred. A greater amount of chemicals will be
used during the winter months; in fact twenty and one-third
tons of salt were required the last three weeks of December. So
expect an upward trend in expenditures of this nature in the
future.
The Duncan Fund providing new culverts placed in the
Fletcher Road and a new bed of gravel. Previously a great deal
of labor and material was expended in comparison per mile of
other roads, to restore this to travel resulting from rain storms.
Also a 36 inch culvert was placed on the Mountain Road, as
well as part of the Flynn Road being resurfaced with gravel
from the Andersons to the corner from the above mentioned




Foremost among Library projects this year was the installa-
tion of a new heating system early in the year.
On Community Day an industrious group of townspeople
pitched in and thoroughly cleaned the inside of the building.
A small amount of cataloging has been done beginning a long
range plan to have the entire library indexed in the Dewey
Decimal system.
Book service was started with Camp Union and the Sumner
Rest Home.
Exhibits during the year included—the Girl Scouts, 4-H
girls, and an assortment of miscellaneous and State exhibits.
The trustees and Librarian attended 2 sessions on children's
and young adult books, held in Jaffrey and Dublin.
Book circulation during 1960 was 3,406. 1,107 being adult
books and 2,298 children. 370 magazines were taken out, 45
requests were sent to the State Library in Concord, and 81
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books were discarded. 140 new books were added this year.
79 were purchased by the Town and 61 were gifts.
The Library is open on Wednesday and Friday 2:30 to 5:00
p. m. and 7:00 to 8:00 p. m.
In December plans were made for a series of discussions and






The first meeting was held at the Town Hall on February 11,
1960 and was open to the public. The first motion of the even-
ing was to sponsor the fourth annual Whing Ding which was to
be a three day event. Another public meeting was held at the
Town Hall on May 17 in order to make up the committees for
the Whing Ding. The weekly meetings in June were held at
Daniel Paro's house. The Whing Ding was a huge success as
you can see by the financial report and the President as well as
all the workers or anyone who helped or donated deserve much
credit and thanks.
The object of the Recreation Committee is to sponsor Recrea-
tional activities in the Town. This year equipment was re-
placed for the Little League as well as paying their dues. The
manager, Bruce Russell and his assistant George Shea, Jr.,
certainly deserve a lot of praise for all the hours they have given
to the Little League.
The part of the dues not donated for the Swift Water Council
of Girl Scouts was also paid besides sponsoring the Halloween
Party in October, a dance put on by the Whing Ding committee
on November 11 and a Christmas party for 130 children on
December 22, 1960. Certain activities are to be sponsored each
month.
A set of By-Laws was made up by two members of the execu-
tive board of the Recreation Committee and have been ap-
proved by the Selectmen. The meetings take place the second
Tuesday of each month.
GREENFIELD IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION
As we enter a new decade and our 10th year of existence, a
review of our past accomplishments and future plans would
seem in order.
Founded—First meeting October 1951. Incorporated Dec.
1951, making all dues and donations tax free. We file a Federal
report each year.
Aims—Quote from By-laws, "—to improve and to ornament
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the streets and public grounds of Greenfield, to promote a more
general interest in improvement of private grounds and for any
matter that will be for the general betterment of the town."
Membership—Voting members 18 years or older 50^.
Family memberships $1.00. Donations solicited, for it is this
money we use for our projects.
Meetings—Annual meeting and election of officers to be in
August and dues or donation appeal to go out no later than
October. Ex. Committee must have 4 meetings a year.
Slogan
—
"Let's be proud of our community."
Accomplishments
:
May 17, 1952. First Community Work Day:
Regraded Town Hall drive, removed 15 trees on common,
pruned 63 and fertilized the rest and all the town common.
Town Hall fllood lighted, green blinds replaced on the building.
Won Second prize $50 in New Hampshire Roadside Improve-
ment Association contest for our work.
May 9, 1953:
Landscaped and shrubbed around Town Hall. School yard
grade raised and culverts put in. Old sidewalk on Forest Road
found under sod. Grass removed and cleaned up. Won First
prize of $100.00 in N. H. Roadside contest.
June 5, 1954:
Started a town beach on Otter Lake. Fireplaces built, well
point driven, picnic tables and toilet houses made. WBZ took
movies of our work for TV. Selectmen appointed a Recreation
Committee to supervise the beach area. Won First prize $30 in
N. H. Roadside contest.
June 4, 1955:
More work done on Town Beach and parking area. Bath
house and life guard quarters and raft built. War Memorial
Committee placed a boulder with bronze memorial plaque. The
beach to be known as Veterans' Memorial Park. School children
wrote an essay on what their town means to them. Cash awards
to winners given at Annual meeting. $1,000 given by Walter
Gilbert for care of town trees. Won Third prize $40 in N. H.
Roadside contest.
July 14, 1956:
Twelve street name signs erected. Removed 50 dead and
dying trees along highways and pruned 75. Town Common and
beach area raked and cleaned. Third prize of $35 won in N. H.
Roadside Contest.
1957: No large community work Day. In fall a small Christ-
mas tree was planted on Library lawn in memory of Walter
Gilbert, founder of Greenfield Improvement Association. We
entered a float in the Francestown Labor Day parade, "Queen
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For A Day" and won second prize of $10. A skating area was
leveled on land in back of the grade school.
May 17, 1958:
Removed more trees, trimmed and fertilized 83 on Common
and at the Greenvale Cemetery. A white oak tree planted at
the corner of Route 136 and 31. Schoolhouse fence planted with
Honeysuckle. Firehouse addition clapboarded and painted.
School children made posters on beautifying the town and
awards given at the Annual meeting. 250 townspeople turned
out for this day's work. Award of $10 given us at the N. H.
Roadside meeting for our fine report books and continued com-
munity spirit. $1,000 was left us in the will of the late Eugene
Mather.
May 16, 1959:
Library walk and splash apron around library black topped,
old shrubbery removed and new planted. Town reimbursed us
for the cost of the walk. Firehouse painted, common raked and
replaced oak tree on the corner that did not live. Verbal praise
give us at N. H. Roadside meeting for our continued com-
munity work.
May 21, 1960:
General clean up of Common, School and Library grounds.
White birch planted on corner to replace second white oak that
died. Lot beside Fire house cleared, Cemetery-Town Hall fence
painted. Women cleaned inside of Library and Town Hall
kitchen. Won First prize in our July 4th Whing Ding parade
for our float, "Hawaii Our 50th State."
Awarded a plaque at N. H. Roadside meeting for our con-
tinued community work and our project books we enter each
year.
Each Community Day we serve coffee and doughnuts mid
morning and a dinner at noon to all workers. Movies are taken
of all the activities and shown at the Annual meetings. All
project booklets are kept in the Library.
Future Plans:
Now that the fire exits and toilet facilities are in our unused
basement at the Town Hall, we hope to make a usable com-
munity or recreation hall and a large modern kitchen.
TOWN JOURNAL, 1960
The population of the Town was 523 in the 1960 census.
The hurricane Donna on September 12, dropped 73^ inches
of rain on the region but did little damage here. A long warm
fall ended with a severe blizzard on December 12. Little thaw-
ing and more storms gave us a deep snow cover as the year
closed.
Conditions were unfavorable during the hunting season and
very few deer were taken.
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After the annual election of town officers, a recount was re-
quested on the vote for selectman to fill the unexpired term of
Roland Phelps. The recount confirmed the election of Frank C.
Hutchison. Eighteen acres of land at Otter Lake and vicinity
were sold by the town to the State of New Hampshire for a
State Park for $19,045.00. Of this sum, $10,000 was voted to
be used toward liquidating the town's outstanding obligations,
the remainder to be held temporarily by the Trustees of Trust
Funds for later disposition. The town received a legacy of
$3,618.49 from the estate of Miss Annie McCanna, the income
from the fund to be used for the benefit of worthy residents of
Greenfield.
All town employees were placed under social security. The
exterior of the town house was painted. Flush toilets were put
in the basement and a septic tank installed. An emergency exit
was also installed. Class V road was built and black topped
over the unimproved section of the mountain road to Peter-
borough. The town dump was relocated from land sold to the
State of New Hampshire to land purchased from Harry Dorr on
the Bennington Road.
Community Day was observed on May 21. A general clean
up of the common was done, the trees fertilized, the brush cut
on the land south of the fire station, the interior of the library
thoroughly cleaned and the town hall kitchen put in order. The
Improvement Association financed the planting of a clump of
birches on town land beside the telephone building. The
Improvement Association received a plaque from the New
Hampshire Roadside Improvement Association in recognition
of its continued community service and for the pictorial booklet
report of our annual Community Day.
The Recreation Committee sponsored a three-day Whing
Ding on July 2, 3 and 4. A carnival operated on the common on
Saturday and Sunday afternoons and evenings of the 2nd and
3rd and all day Monday, the 4th. A dance was held in the town
hall on Saturday evening and a supper on Sunday evening. Sun-
day evening's fireworks were postponed due to a heavy shower.
Activities on Monday, the fourth, included a chicken barbecue,
a parade with 27 floats and about 20 other entries and an auc-
tion. The new 50-star flag was raised for the first time after a
salute fired by the Lyndeboro Artillery. This fourth annual
Whing Ding was the most successful. The Recreation Com-
mittee again sponsored the children's Hallowe'en and Christmas
parties, a dance on November 11, and assisted the Girl Scouts
and Junior League baseball team financially.
The mail box outside the post office was replaced with a larger
one. A new service was begun whereby the Star Route carrier
picks up outgoing mail directly from the outside box on Satur-
days after 5:00 p. m. without necessitating the return of the
post master after the office closes at noon. An electrical cancell-
ing machine was installed.
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A new forced hot air heating system was installed at the
Stephenson Memorial Library. The Greenfield Woman's Club
purchased 45 volumes of classics to supplement and replace old
editions. A book lending delivery service to the Sumner Rest
Home was begun.
New equipment at the school included a reading laboratory,
a science table and a television set.
William Bailey and Edward E. Lowe completed four years of
service in the U. S. Navy and were officially discharged.
Elizabeth Robertson received a bachelor's degree from the
University of New Hampshire. The New Hampshire Extension
Service chose Miss Robertson as their International Farm Youth
Exchange representative for 1960 and she spent the summer in
France under this program.
At the fire station, the doorways were widened and overhead
doors installed. Six hundred and fifty feet of 23^ inch hose were
purchased. The firemen raised the money to put in a hot-top
driveway and to buy the materials to redecorate the hall over
the fire station where the work was done by their volunteer
labor.
Extensive damage was done to John Sampson's house by fire
on June 26.
The Greenfield Junior League baseball team, with Bruce
Russell as manager, was again a member of the Crotched Moun-
tain Junior League.
The Parent-Teachers' Club again sponsored a dental clinic
for the school children. For the first time the retarded children
of Greenfield received instruction. Half the tuition, to a special
school in Peterborough, was paid by our Parent-Teachers' Club
and half by the Monadnock Council for Retarded Children.
At Crotched Mountain, work continues on the buildings for
the adult center. The School for the Deaf was enlarged and
now has an enrollment of 46 children. Construction began on
approximately one-half mile of new state road. A third well 500
feet deep was drilled.
The Otter Lake Conservation School at Camp Union served
2500 children from New Hampshire and Massachusetts during
the school year. Camp Union boys' summer camp had an en-
rollment of 300. Outdoor education was introduced to the
schools of our supervisory union at the Otter Lake Conservation
School. Through the generosity of Camp Union, our children
and those at Crotched Mountain participated without charge.
Camp Union also offered instruction in the Red Cross water
safety program, including junior life saving, to our children
without charge for two two-week periods during the summer.
About 35 children attended every day,
Preliminary work of surveying and clearing is in progress at
the site of the new State Park. Five cottages on state land at
Otter Lake were moved, four out of town and one to a new
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location on the Hancock road. Also on state land, the house and
buildings formerly owned by John Robertson were razed.
A well was drilled for Clarence Spaulding to a depth of 140
feet.
Four new houses were built by Ben Sanford,—one on the
Hancock road and three at Zephyr Lake. Fred Silkey and Ralph
Wentzel built new houses. Ed'son Skinner built an addition to
his house. The Greenfield Industries built an addition on the
south side of the General Store. At Camp Union a new room
was built on the infirmary.
The following real estate, which included buildings, was
transferred: Robert H. and Priscilla Anderson to William and
Eileen Cowles; Clinton Cleaves' estate to Arthur F. and Joan
S. Clarke; Kenneth Cragin, Jr. to Robert B. Anderson; Jean-
nette Crawford to Oman S. Cook, 3rd. and Mariorie Cook;
Frank Gage estate to Kenneth Kendall; William C. Gardner to
Edward T. and Mary McQuiggan; Laura Home to Barbara
Buckley; Kenneth Langdell to Gardner and Doris Conley;
Roland and Gladys Phelps to Franklin P. and Jessie E. Blake;
Ben Sanford to Peter and Eleanor Brown; Ben Sanford to
Joseph Ferry, et al; Ben Sanford to John B. and Patricia A.
O'Laughlin; Ben Sanford to Michael and Grace Mimon; Ralph
Sayles estate to Oscar and Marion Payne; Otis and Phyllis
Wilber to Margaret Serona, et al.
The following town organizations were active: Congregational
Church, Couples Club, Boys' 4-H Boys' 4-H Livestock Club,
Girls' 4-H, Girls' Junior 4-H, Firemen, Greenfield Improvement
Association, Greenfield Woman's Club, Girl Scouts, Brownies,
Grange, Monadnock Hospital Aid, Pilgrim Fellowship, Junior
Pilgrim Fellowship, Parent-Teachers' Club, Sportsman's Club,
Stitch and Chatter, Woman's Fellowship.
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TOWN OF GREENFIELD, N. H—COMPARISON
1950—1960




Local Taxes Except Property
Property Tax Levy
Bonds and Notes
$5,870 $8,360 $8,610 $8,390
4,730 4,690 5,090 3,870
930 1,060 1,820 380
72,440 66,060 69,550 62,090
Totals $83,970 $80,170 $85,070 $74,730
Expenditures:
General Government $3,780 $3,770 $3,160 $3,810
Protection of Persons & Prop. 3,980 3,850 4,300 3,620
Highway & Bridges 18,940 19,460 18,940 18,070
Public Welfare 1,670 1,970 1,320 2,130
Notes, Principal & Interest 10,620 6,190 9,600 8,490
County Taxes 5,410 6,240 5,320 5,400
School Taxes 38,280 34,530 38,550 34,190
Miscellaneous 9,240 2,510 2,910 2,340
Totals $91,920 $78,520 $84,100 $78,050
School Expenditures:
Salaries $9,930 $9,360 $8,440
Transportation 6,470 5,370 5,190
Tuition 14,820 14,220 12,290
Operating Expenses 6,120 6,660 6,940
Totals $37,340 $35,610 $32,860













































































Totals $16,760 100 $17,760 100 $17,300 100 $16,840 100 $17,850 100
Plus Note Payments
















Elwin Bailey Dean Russell
Jan.-May Jan.-Feb.
John Chute Elwin Bailey
June-Dec. Mar.-Dec.
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OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES
INCLUSIVE
1956 1955 1954 1953 1952 1951 1950
$8,980 $5,460 $6,060 $5,610 $3,810 $5,840 $5,210
3,890 4,840 2,550 2,260 2,220 3,300 3,180
810 360 370 430 360 420 420
51,420 47,800
10,000




$65,100 $68,460 $53,510 $52,270 $48,190 $48,980 $40,290
$3,640 $2,910 $3,090 $2,750 $2,940 $2,310 $2,660
3,200 3,230 1,400 1,360 1,990 3,450 660
19,010 12,100 13,000 13,600 11,670 10,590 8,190
1,680 1,710 1,600 2,090 2,740 2,980 3,010
5,720 3,440 4,210 3,500 4,290 5,310 5,470
4,520 4,680 3,650 3,570 4,670 4,460 2,890
27,000 24,410 27,060 24,550 19,620 14,480 12,870
1,570 1,940 1,820 2,780 1,520 2,920 1,250
$66,340 $54,420 $55,830 $54,200 $49,440 $46,500 $37,000
$7,480 $7,420 $7,150 $6,590 $6,520 $6,030 $5,380
4,390 4,470 4,270 4,130 3,540 2,510 1,330
11,090 8,150 7,830 6,220 4,800 4,220 3,260
8,770 7,350 4,050 5,190 3,920 3,760 5,490
$31,730 $27,390 $23,300 $22,130 $18,780 $16,520 $15,460
RELATED EXPENSES 1950—1960 INCLUSIVE
1955 % 1954 % 1953 % 1952 % 1951 % 1950 %
$3,820 38 $4,190 25 $5,370 50 $6,620 61 $5,060 52 $3,920 54





1,140 11 1,170 11 1,380 14 1,190 lb
1,020 10 1,070 9 920 9 840 8 880 9 750 10
2,070 20 3,110 25 2,040 19 800 7 1,110 11 780 11
120 1 100 1 120 1 140 1 170 2 130 2
$10,150 100 $12,100 100 $10,670 100 $10,810 100
1,290
59,810 100 $7,300 100
1,290 1,290
$10,150 $12,100
Dean Russell Dean Russell
Full Year Full Year
$10,670 $12,100 $11,100 $8,590
Elwin Bailey Elwin Bailey Elwin Bailey Dean Russell
Jan.-Feb. Full Year Full Year Jan.-Feb.
Dean Russell Elwin Bailey
Mar.-Dec. Mar.-Dec.
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OUR REVENUE /N I960
State oeA/./Y.
? j-local except Taxes
Orr-fE/e Sources
CrtANCE
SOURCES: /^molsa/ts: eeom '59:
F/eoM State or /V.rt 53 70. - 30Yo
Local Sources Exce&t Taxes 4-73 O. + /
Ort/E/e Local Sou/ecES Q30. —/2











To tal - s/, s>2 a.
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TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Greenfield in the
County of Hillsborough in said State, qualified to vote
in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Town Hall in said Green-
field on Tuesday, the 14th day of March, next at twelve of the
clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
The first article of the Town Warrant will be to choose Town
Officers for the year ensuing, and to vote to see if beano shall
be legalized in said Town.
The Polls will be open at 12 noon and close at 6 P. M. (unless
otherwise voted at the meeting). Recess until 7 P. M. when
article 2 and remaining articles of the warrant will be acted
upon.
Art 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing.
Art. 2. To raise and appropriate such sums of money for the
maintenance of Fire Department, Old Age Assistance, Town
Hall, Parks, Cemeteries, Vital Statistics, Town Dump, Street
Lighting, Insurance, Town Officers Salaries and any other
charges arising within the town.
Art. 3. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate toward paying the Town debt and interest, or
take any action relative thereto.
Art. 4. To hear reports of agents, auditors and committees or
officers heretofore chosen, and to pass any vote relative thereto.
Art. 5. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for repairs of Highways and Bridges, or take
any action relative thereto.
Art. 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $795.00 to purchase a rubber tired rake to be used
on the highway, or take any action relative thereto. (Sponsored
by Dean Russell).
Art. 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum not to exceed $1,200.00 to grade, widen in spots and
tar the Slip Road from the Railroad crossing at Grain Mill to
the Junction of the Zephyr Lake road, or take any action rela-
tive thereto. (Sponsored by Aime Metivier—opposed by
Selectmen).
Art. 8. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for Winter maintenance of highways, or take
any action relative thereto.
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Art. 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $600.00 for the support of the Stephenson Memorial
Library, or take any action relative thereto. (Sponsored by
Library Trustees—favored by Selectmen).
Art. 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $637.74 provided the State gives $4,251.61 for con-
struction of Class V Highways, or take any action relative
thereto. (Sponsored by Selectmen).
Art. 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $165.00, (1/100 of 1% of the valuation of the Town)
to the Monadnock Region Association of Southwestern New
Hampshire for issuance and distribution of printed matter,
newspaper and magazine advertising, and by other means call-
ing attention to the resources and natural advantages of the
Town, in cooperation with the other thirty seven towns of the
Monadnock Region, or take any action relative thereto.
(Sponsored by Monadnock Region Association—opposed by
the Selectmen as to the amount).
Art. 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $550.00 to cover the costs of the emergency repair to
the Town Well, or take any action relative thereto.
(Sponsored by Selectmen).
Art. 13. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
enact such needful ordinances and regulations as may be deemed
necessary for the orderly control of automobile traffic, including
parking and non-parking regulations when and where needed,
or take any action relative thereto.
(Sponsored by Selectmen).
Art. 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $75.00 to increase the salary of the Town Treasurer,
or take any action relative thereto.
(Sponsored by Shirley Creighton).
Art. 15. To see if the Town will define the term "proper
officers" under the conditions of the bequest of the Anna A.
McCanna Fund which reads, "The income of this fund to be
expended by the proper officers of the Town of Greenfield, New
Hampshire for the benefit of worthy residents of Greenfield,
New Hampshire, or take any action relative thereto.
(Sponsored by Donald W. Hopkins).
Art. 16. To see what sum of money the Town will raise and
appropriate for Memorial Day, or take any action relative
thereto.
Art. 17. To see what sum of money the Town will raise and
appropriate for the Town Poor, or take any action relative
thereto.
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Art. 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $750.00 to purchase new Fire Hose for the Fire
Department, or take any action relative thereto.
(Sponsored by Chester Russell—favored by Selectmen).
Art. 19. To see if the Town will vote to set aside $4,500.00
from the remaining funds received from the State for the Sale
of the Otter Lake property, said $4,500.00 to be used to pay off
the Town's bonded debt as it matures: $3,000.00 in 1962, and
$1,500.00 in 1963, or take any action relative thereto.
(Sponsored by Selectmen).
Art. 20. To see if the Town will reimburse the Greenfield
Improvement Association the sum of $900.00 which they ex-
pended on the development of the Otter Lake Memorial Park.
This said $900.00 to be paid from the balance remaining from
the sale of the Otter Lake property to the State, or take any
action relative. (Sponsored by George Foster).
Art. 21. To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Direc-
tors of the Greenfield Improvement Association to start work
on a community room and kitchen in the basement of the Town
Hall and to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 to start
the project, or take any action relative thereto. (Sponsored by
Greenfield Improvement Assoc, Dorothy Gilbert, Pres.) (Adop-
tion opposed by Selectmen).
Art. 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $200.00 for materials to repair the roof, and insulate
the new addition to the Fire Station, or take any action relative
thereto. (Sponsored by Chester Russell—favored by Selectmen).
Art. 23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to dispose of Town property acquired by Tax Collector's
Deeds, or take any action relative thereto.
Art. 24. To see if the Town will vote to Accept Legacies and
Gifts given to the Town in Trust or Otherwise, by any individual
or individuals, or take any action relative thereto.
Art. 25. To see what portion of the $9,045.00 currently in-
vested by the Trustees of Trust Funds the Town will vote to be
kept in reserve for the purchase and/or repair of Town prop-
erties. Authorization for any specific amount of funds to be
expended for these purposes shall require the approval of the
Selectmen and shall be incorporated into an article in the War-
rant for the vote of the Town, or take any action relative there-
to. (Sponsored by Budget Committee-favored by Selectmen).
Art. 26. To see if the Town will vote to abandon the section of
road from the School House Crossing to the Greenfield Town
line near property of William C. Maiers, or take any action
relative thereto. (Sponsored by Selectmen).
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Art. 27. To see if the Town will vote to accept the Whitte-
more Cemetery in the East part of the Town and have it as a
Town owned and cared for Cemetery, or take any action rela-
tive thereto. (Sponsored by Malcolm Atherton-favored by
Selectmen).
Art. 28. To see if the Town will adopt the amendments to the
Zoning Ordinance recommended by the Planning Board.
(Sponsored by Greenfield Planning Board-favored by Selectmen)
Art. 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $60.00 for the purchase of Perpetual Care Markers
for Cemeteries, or take any action relative thereto. (Sponsored
by Marjorie Aiken-favored by Selectmen).
Art. 30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $250.00 to be used for the erection of an overhead
blinker light at the intersection of Routes 31 and 136, this sum
representing the installation cost only, since the beacon and
control equipment will be furnished at no cost by the State
Highway Department, or take any action relative thereto.
(Sponsored by Eugene Creighton—favored by Selectmen).
Art. 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500.00 to be used for removing the sidewalk on Slip
Road abutting the Library and Miner properties, regrading and
resurfacing this area to coincide with the contour of the high-
way, or take any action relative thereto. (Sponsored by the
Greenfield Planning Board-favored by Selectmen).
Art. 32. To see what sum of money the Town will raise and
appropriate for the support of the Police Department, or take
any action relative thereto.
Art. 33. To transact any other business that can legally come
before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this twenty-fifth day of












MINUTES OF TOWN MEETING, MARCH 8, 1960
Meeting called to order at 10 A. M. this 8th day of March
1960. Frank A. Hopkins moderator presiding.
Warrant read, followed by prayer. Checklist read by super-
visor, George P. Foster, twenty-five new names added this year
making a total of 312 names on the Checklist.
Polls open for State and Town Officers at 10 A. M., closed at
6 P. M. Recess until 7 P. M. when article two was taken up.
Art. 1. Election of Officers. Office of Selectman for 3 years.
Charles H. Blanchard had 204 votes, George H. Crawford had
1 vote, Frank C. Hutchison had 1 vote. Charles H. Blanchard
having the most votes elected for the ensuing three years.
Office of Selectman for 1 year: Anna B. Blanchard had 47
votes, Harold A. Farrow had 77 votes, Frank C. Hutchison had
81 votes, George H. Crawford had 24 votes. Frank C. Hutchi-
son having the most votes elected for the ensuing one year.
Office of Town Clerk: Anna M. Chute had 128 votes, Shirley
E. Creighton had 100 votes. Anna M. Chute having the most
votes elected for the ensuing year.
Office of Tax Collector: Anna M. Chute had 117 votes, George
P. Foster had 110 votes. Anna M. Chute having the most votes
elected for the ensuing year.
Office of Town Treasurer: Shirley E. Creighton had 190 votes
Paula Wirz had 35 votes. Shirley E. Creighton having the most
votes elected for the ensuing year.
Office of Highway Agent: John D. Chute had 106 votes,
Dean P. Russell had 122 votes. Dean P. Russell having the
most votes elected for the ensuing year.
Office of Chief of Police: Eugene Creighton had 215 votes.
Elected for the ensuing year.
Office Library Trustee for three years: Haydn S. Pearson had
202 votes. Elected for the ensuing year.
Office of Trust Funds for Three years: Hobart M. Adams had
206 votes. Elected for the ensuing three years.
Office of Overseer of the Poor: Florence Merchant had 38
votes, George P. Foster had 3 votes. Florence Merchant elected
for ensuing year.
Beano vote for the town: Beano (Yes) votes (89), Beano (No)
votes (90).
Art. 2. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,915.00 to cover town charges for the ensuing
year. (Vote Yes).
Art. 3. Much discussion on this article. F. C. Hutchison ex-
plained the paying off of some of the town debt in 1961. We are
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to pay $5,000 in 1962-$3,000. 1963-$1,500, total being $9,500.
Instead of paying interest over the next three years, we should
use $10,000 from the income of $19,045 that we are receiving
this year from the sale of Otter Lake property to the State of
N. H. The balance of $9,045 to be invested in the bank, and use
the interest income from this investment, to build up a fund
for buying equipment and for the use of any emergency that
should come up some future date.
Motion moved and seconded to raise $10,000, proceeds from
sale of Otter Lake property income to be used to reduce the
town debt. The $10,000 income of lake property to be trans-
ferred to the Selectmen to off set the $10,000 appropriation just
voted on. The balance of $4,500 long term note the town now
has to be left and paid as it comes due in 1963. (Vote Yes).
Art. 4. Motion moved and seconded to accept the reports as
printed. (Vote Yes).
Art. 5. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,500 for summer roads maintenance. (Vote Yes).
(Selectmen explained the town is receiving this year from the
State for gas tax, the sum of $1,292.16 to be used on roads.)
Art. 6. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appropriate
the sum of $8,000 for the winter maintenance of roads. (Vote
Yes).
Art. 7. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appropriate
the sum of $647.19 to go with the State's $4,314.61 for Class V
roads. (Vote Yes).
Art. 8. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appropriate
the sum of $9,923.60 for the use of Class V road to be used to
complete the Mountain Road. This is a three-year T.R.A. plan
set up by the State, the money is borrowed for two-year period,
cost the town interest one year on the $9,923.60-interest the
second year on half the total. (Vote Yes). Standing Vote (43
Yes) (21 No).
Art. 9. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appropriate
the sum of $800.00, for the support of the Police Department
(Vote Yes).
Art. 10. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appropriate
the sum of $85.00 for Memorial Day. (Vote Yes).
Art. 11. Motion moved and seconded to pass over the article.
(Vote Yes).
Art. 12. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $200.00 for the Town Poor. (Vote Yes).
Art. 13. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appro-
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priate the sum of $750.00 for the purchase of Fire Hose, for the
Fire Department. (Vote Yes).
Art. 14. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $650.00 to install new doors and widen fire
house doors. The history of the building was read by Maurice
Bowes. (Vote Yes.).
Art. 15. Discussion of selling the Town Dump property to the
State for $850.00. George Shea, Selectman explained it would
be advisable to sell this property and buy new land for a new
dump site, this being necessary because of the State Park com-
ing in at Otter Lake. Motion moved and seconded to accept the
$850.00 from the State for the sale of the dump property. (Vote
Yes). (Sum to be set aside to be used for new dump site.)
Art. 16. Discussion Otter Lake road now a public highway to
be discontinued. The state has guaranteed to give the Public a
public right of way to lake over the property now State owned,
but previously owned by John T. Robertson. The State to
maintain this highway and be responsible for all upkeep of
the public right of way.
A letter from the State Park Commission was read by Town
Clerk, Anna M. Chute, explaining the public right of way. Floyd
Cornwell suggested that this letter be kept on record for further
references. Motion moved and seconded to accept the article
as printed. (Vote Yes.).
Art. 17. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $1,000. for the support of the Town Library.
(Vote Yes).
Art. 18. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,085.00 for the installation of a new furnace and
burner to be installed in the Town Public Library. (Vote Yes.)
_
Jarvis Adams explained the present furnace being so old, is
unsafe to use.
Art. 19. Motion moved and seconded to accept the article as
printed. (Vote Yes).
Art. 20. Motion moved and seconded to accept Social Security
for Town employees. Note—That no employee of the town be
exempt of S.S.T. (Vote Yes).
Art. 21. Motion moved and seconded to accept article as
printed, also that there be no exclusion of classes or fees as in-
come to employees from this article. (Vote Yes).
Art. 22. Motion moved and seconded to accept article as
printed. (Vote Yes).
Art. 23. Motion moved and seconded to authorize the Select-
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men to dispose of any property owned by the Town, acquired by
Tax Collector's Deed. (Vote Yes).
Art. 24. Motion moved and seconded to accept article as
printed. (Vote Yes).
Art. 25. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appropriate
the sum of $75.00 for the Monadnock Region Association.
(Vote Yes). Article read $161. amended article to read $75.00
which was voted on.
Art. 26. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,500 to paint the exterior of the Town Hall build-
ing. (This price doesn't include the face of the clock). This job
is to be let out to bids. (Vote Yes).
Art. 27. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appropriate
the sum of $50.00 for the Planning Board. (Vote Yes).
Art. 28. Motion moved and seconded to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,600. to install new toilets and septic tanks, build
partition and rooms suitable across the north end of the Town
Hall basement. (Vote Yes).
Art. 29. Motion moved and seconded to accept this article as
printed, after much discussion. (Vote Yes).
Art. 30. Motion moved and seconded to pass this plan over to
the now existing Planning Board, and let them work out a plan.
The motion moved to pass over article as printed, but to be put
into the hands of the Planning Board, let them work it out.
(Vote Yes).
Art. 31. a. Chester W. Russell, Fire Chief, explained he had
new telephone fire numbers and anyone not having one, he
would gladly see they got one. b. Mr. Hutchison explained the
Planning Board, a newly appointed organization, was open for
suggestions from any voter or citizen of the town. The Planning
Board rules were read. c. Retiring, Selectman Roland A. Phelps
having resigned after two years service, due to moving away
from town, gave a splendid farewell speech. The public gave
him a nice hand. d. Stephen J. Whitney brought up the subject
that this is the year we should have new property invoices
printed. e.Mr. Hutchison suggested that in the future the people
should be thinking about electing a highway agent for three
year terms, in the belief that the agent could plan his work
better.
Meeting closed at eleven o'clock P. M. All elected officers
were called to the front of the hall to receive their oath of office,
from Moderator, Frank A. Hopkins.
Respectfully submitted,
Attest: Anna M. Chute
Town Clerk
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A true copy attest: Anna M. Chute, Town Clerk.
Memo: Harold Farrow, runner up for Selectman for one year
term filed with the town clerk, a demand for a recount. Paying
the fee of $10 for the expense of the job to be done.
Mr. H. Farrow notified by certified mail, Anna Blanchard,
George Crawford, Frank C. Hutchison as to his desires.
Anna M. Chute, Town Clerk set the date March 16, 1960, at
the Selectmen's room at 5 P. M. for the recount.
Principals in the recount of the Selectmen's votes, were
Moderator Frank A. Hopkins, George F. Shea, Charles H.
Blanchard, Selectmen, assisted by Clerk Anna M. Chute. Those
present to watch the recount were Anna B. Blanchard, Frank C.
Hutchison, George H. Crawford and Harold A. Farrow all
candidates for this office.
(The original count was found to be accurate, and Frank C.
Hutchison was confirmed as the winner.)
Respectfully submitted,
Attest: Anna M. Chute
Town Clerk
A true copy attest: Anna M. Chute, Town Clerk
Town of Greenfield
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
Notice to the Voters of Greenfield, N. H.
A Special Town Meeting will be held at the Town Hall, on
Thursday, July 14, 1960 at 7 P. M. The purpose of this meeting
is to vote upon the location of the (new) town dump site.




A true copy attest: Anna M. Chute, Town Clerk.
I hereby certify that copies were posted in the U. S. Post
Office, in the Town Hall and at the Clerk's Office.




Meeting called to Order by Moderator, Frank A. Hopkins at
7:15 P. M.
Warrant read by Moderator, Prayer lead by Rev. Douglas
Trottier.
Copies of Report on Town Dump sites were passed out to the
voters.
Due to the previous open public hearing on July 7th on this
matter very little discussion was necessary. The voters had
their minds already made up as to the dump site they desired.
Motion was moved and seconded to vote on the land on the
Bennington road, belonging to Harry A. Dorr. Mr. Hutchison
gave a report as to the good points for this site, that was recom-
mended by the Planning Board and the State.
Vote on Harry A. Dorr land on Bennington road. Standing
vote, Clerk counted the voters and all were in favor and voted
for this site, except one voter that didn't vote on any site.
No vote for Cemetery site on Forest Road.
- No vote for site near railroad crossing, on Peterborough road.
Therefore, Bennington road site was voted and accepted as the
site for the New Town Dump.
Motion moved and seconded to adjourn the meeting at 7:40
P.M.
Anna M. Chute, Town Clerk
A true copy attest: Anna M. Chute, Town Clerk
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF GREENFIELD, N. H.
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the Ensuing Year
January 1, 1961 to December 31, 1961. Compared with Estimated and
Actual Revenue Appropriations and Expenditures of the Previous















Interest & Dividends Tax
Railroad Tax
Savings Bank Tax












From Local Sources Except Taxes :
Dog Licenses 250 00
Rent of Town Hall & Other Bldgs. 75 00
Interest Rec'd on Taxes & Deposits 250 00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 3,800 00











From Local Taxes Other Than
Property Taxes :
Poll Taxes, regular at $2.00











Total Revenues from All
Sources Except Prop. Taxes
Amt. to be raised by Prop. Tax
$21,251 52
;es
$21,505 16 $11,430 00
$71,385 00
Total Revenues $82,815 00
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF GREENFIELD, N. H.
Purposes of Expenditures
Appropriations Acltual Estimated
Previous Expenditures Expenditure =>
Year Previous Ensuing





Election & Registration Expenses
Expenses Town Hall & other town
Buildings














































































Memorial Day & Vets.' As. 85 00 214 71 85 00
Recreation :
Parks & Playground, Inch Band
Concerts 200 00 150 75 200 00
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150 00 109 04 150 00
75 00 88 00 75 00
2,500 00 2,358 85 550 00
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF GREENFIELD, N. H.
Appropriations Actual Estimated
Purposes of Expenditures Previous Expenditures Expenditures
Year Previous Ensuing
1960 Year 1960 Year 1961
Public Service Enterprises :
Cemeteries
Advertising & Regional As.
Maintenance Town Hall
Interest :
On Temporary Loans & Long
Term Notes & Bonds 850 00 617 49 850 00
Outlay for New Construction &
Permanent Improvements 3,335 00 3,243 09 200 00
Highways and Bridges:
Town Construction 750 00
New Equipment 750 00 713 44 1,550 00
Payment on Principal of Debt :
Long Term Notes 10,000 00 10,000 00
County Taxes 5,409 90 6,781 65 6,800 00
School Taxes 41,706 81 38,276 43 41,980 00
Total Expenditures $93,023 90 $93,290 98 $82,814 74
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APPROPRIATIONS WHICH COMPRISE
TOWN CHARGES IN 1960 BUDGET
Town officers' salaries $1,900
Town officers' expenses 1,100
Election and Registration 200
Town hall 600
Fire Dept., including forest fires 1,500
Vital Statistics 15
Old Age Assistance 1,900
Parks & Playgrounds 200
Cemeteries 150






SUMMARY OF INVENTORY OF VALUATION




Stock in trade 72,811
Horses 14 1,122
Cows 94 11,541
Neat Stock 4 287
Sheep 7 98
Fowls 13,050 3,801
Gasoline pumps & tanks 6 560
Portable Mills 1 1,400
Wood and lumber 15,475
Total Gross Valuation before
Exemptions Allowed $1,684,708
Less: Veterans' Exemptions 25,000
Net valuation on which tax rate is computed $1,659,708
Amount of property valuation exempted to Veterans $25,000
Number of inventories distributed 332
Number of inventories returned 188
Number of Veterans who received property exemptions 25
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND
TAXES ASSESSED
Town officers' salaries $1,900 00
Town officers' expenses 1,100 00
Election & Registration 200 00
Town Hall 600 00
Fire Dept., including forest fires 1,500 00
Police Department 800 00
Planning & Zoning 50 00
Insurance 1,550 00
Vital Statistics 15 00
Town Dump 750 00
Town Road Aid 647 19
Town Maintenance of Road—Summer 6,500 00
Town Maintenance of Road—Winter 8,000 00
Street Lighting 1,000 00
Library- 1,000 00
Old Age Assistance 1,900 00
Town Poor 200 00
Memorial Day 85 00
Parks & Playgrounds 200 00
Cemeteries 150 00
Damages & Legal Expenses 50 00
Regional Association 75 00
Social Security 200 00
New Equipment:
Fire Hose 750 00
Library furnace 1,085 00
Improvements:
Painting Town House 2,500 00
Installing toilets in town hall basement 1,600 00
Installing Fire House doors 650 00














Total Town, County & School Apprc
Estimated Revenues and Credits:
Interest on Taxes
Interest & Dividends Tax
Railroad Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources
$93,023 90
36
Dog Licenses 250 00
Rent of Town Property 75 00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 3,800 00
Sale of Tax Deeded Property 10,000 00
Total Estimated Revenue and Credits $20,760 52
Total Appropriations $93,023 90
Less: Estimated Revenues & Credits 20,760 52
$72,263 38
Plus overlay 1,254 77
Net amount to be raised by Taxation $73,518 15
Net amount to be raised by Taxation $73,518 15
Less : 244 Poll Taxes at $2.00 488 00
National Bank stock taxes 3 00
Total amount to be raised by Property Tax $73,027 15
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $73,027 15
Poll Taxes at $2.00 488 00
National Bank stock taxes 3 00
Total Taxes Committed to Collector $73,518 15
Tax Rate $4.40 per $100.00 Valuation.




Combined rate $4 40
Net assessed valuation, 1960 $1,659,708
Net assessed valuation, 1959 $1,611,308
Net increase, 1960 $48,400
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OF GREENFIELD
IN HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY FOR THE FISCAL
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1960
ASSETS
Cash in hands of treasurer
Cash in hands of officials
Uncollected taxes, levy of 1960
Uncollected timber tax, 1960
Uncollected timber tax, 1959
Uncollected poll taxes, 1960
Uncollected head taxes, 1960
Unredeemed taxes (from tax sales)
Total Assets
LIABILITIES
Due State of N. H. : Uncollected poll & head taxes
Due School District: Balance of 1960 Approp.
Unexpended appropriations, Planning & Zoning
Social Security
Accounts Payable:
Highway Dept., C. H. Cragin & Son
Fire Dept., C. H. Cragin & Son
Fire Dept., Hillsborough Lumber Co.
Notes outstanding, Souhegan Nat'l Bank
Total Liabilities
Net Debt, Dec. 31, 1960
Net Debt, Dec. 31, 1959





















STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
Maturities of outstanding long term notes, Souhegan National
Bank, Milford, N. H.
Total Annual
Maturities Amount Maturities
1961 $4950 at 3%* $4950
1962 4950 at 3%*
3000 at 2]/2% 7950
1963 1500 at 2}/2% 1500
Total $14,400 $14,400
*These notes, less the Town's Share of TRA Funds, will be
reimbursed to the Town by the State. However, the Town is
liable for interest on the notes.
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, land & buildings $41,730
Furniture & equipment 2,000
Library, land & buildings 11,085
Furniture & equipment 2,500
Fire Dept., land & building 6,428
Equipment 15,000
Highway Dept., land & buildings 2,500
Equipment 15,000
Parks & Playgrounds 1,000
Cemetery land 2,100
School, land & building 20,000
D. M. White, land 100
Leroy Hopkins, meadow land 150
Lawrence & Dora Parker, lot 100
Leroy Hopkins, land at Sunset Lake 100
Harry Atwood, land 50
P. W. & B. F. Burnham, lot 200
Octaves Marquis, lot 25
Duncklee & Russell, land 100
Town Dump 960
Total $121,128
Whitfield land subject to option State of N. H.
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
January 1, 1960 ending December 31, I960
Receipts:
1959 auto permits 124512—124523 $49 46
1960 auto permits 124103—124539 4,135 62
Election fees 14 00
Recount fee 10 00
117 dog licenses $271 00
Less fees 23 20
247 80
Total debits $4,456 88
Remittance to Treasurer:
Auto permits $4,185 08
Election fees 14 00
Recount fee 10 00
Dog licenses 247 80
Total credits $4,456 88
"I certify that the above statement is a true statement of
receipts and payments for the year, 1960.
Anna M. Chute, Town Clerk
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REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR































Warrant, timber taxes $583 41 $61 92
Cr.
Paid to Treasurer $424 49
Unpaid timber taxes 12/31/60 158 92 61 92
Total $583 41 $61 92










$472 00 $60 00
26 00 14 00
$498 00 $74 00
Cr.
$424 00 $70 00
14 00 4 00
60 00
$498 00 $74 00
Summary of Head Taxes
1960 1959
Dr.
Warrant, Head taxes $1,435 00 $190 00
Added Head taxes 70 00 45 00




Paid to treasurer $1,265 00 $225 00
Penalties collected 11 00 22 50
Unpaid Taxes 12/31/60 205 00
Abatements 35 00 10 00
Total $1,516 00 $257 50




Taxes sold during current
fiscal year $717 24
Interest collected 3 69
Balance unredeemed taxes
12/31/60 $61 33 $20 04
Total $720 93
Cr.
$61 33 $20 04
Paid to Treasurer $100 57
Unredeemed taxes 12/31/60 620 36 $61 33 $20 04
Total $720 93 $61 33 $20 04
Unredeemed Taxes from Tax Sales
Previous
1959 1958 Years
Ferry, Joseph L. $101 72
Magoon, Francis, Jr. 21 49 $20 04
Robertson, John T. 362 75
Warren, Alfred & Delia 28 65 $30 80
Murray, Robert J. 77 02
Polly, John D. & Jessie 28 73 30 53
Total $620 36 $61 33 $20 04
41




















Magoon, Francis B., Jr.
Magoon, Shirley
1959 Abatement List: Head Taxes:
Patricia A. Davis, non-resident.
Wilhemina Hayes, over 70.
1960 Abatement List: Head Taxes:
Patricia Davis, Robert Leathe, June Leathe, Margaret Muzzey,
Otis Wilbur and Phyllis Wilbur and Dorothy Whitaker






















































1959 Levy Poll Tax Abatements:
Patricia A. Davis, non-resident
Wilhemina Hayes, over 70.
1960 Abatements:
Patricia A. Davis, non-resident
June Leathe, non-resident




Cordelia Holden, veteran's widow
Uncollected Property Taxes Ending Dec. 31, 1960
Resident:
Babine, Clarence W. Heirs
Babine, Vera L. (Metivier)
Bailey, Elwin G.
Blaha, Wm. A. & Agnes J.
Bowes, Louis M. Jr. & Elva E.
Brooks, Harold W. & Delia H.





Kemp, Farley D. & Edna M.
Leathe, Robert A.
Magoon, Carl







Sampson, John J. & Anna L. (Balance)
Thomas, Robert Jr.
Whitney, Eva E.
Whitney, Stephen J., Jr. & Eva
Whitney, Stephen J., Jr.
Warren, Alfred J. & Delia
Non-Resident Uncollected Taxes:





































Fay, Joseph H. & Helen 1 54
Gregoire, Julia 113 56
Gorham, Richard M. 245 43
Hanley, Frederick V. & Constance 123 07
Higgins, Elizabeth 73 30
Keefe, Perley C. 85 71
Murray, Robert J. 75 20
MacFarlane, Russell B. 417 12
Nordgren, Ralph E. 22 44
Polly, John D. & Jessie 25 61
Roy, Henry A. & Juliette 26 14
Robbins, Roy & Sylvia (balance) 30 10
Zukowski, Walter B. & Ruth E. 22 44
$1,534 56
Total uncollected property taxes $5,925 57
"I hereby certify that the summary of taxes as of December
31, 1960 on the tax levy of 1959 and levy of 1960, is correct to




TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT, DECEMBER 31, 1960
Amount in Treasury, Jan. 1, 1960













Received From State of N. H.
Railroad Taxes
Porcupine Bounties
Sale of Land at Dump
Sale of Land at Otter Lake
Forest Fire Bills to Town
Gas Tax
Interest & Dividends Tax
Refund TRA
TRA work in Hancock
Savings Bank Tax
Reimbursement of 1960 Head Tax Expense
Miscellaneous
Social Security Reimbursement from residents
Brantwood Camp, Fire Equipment Reimbursement
Bellows-Nichols Agency, Return Premium of
Workmen's Compensation
Joseph Pacheco, Sale of Town Hall Stove
Transcript Printing Co., refund on bill paid twice
Selectmen, Pistol Permit Fees
Gardner Glover, Rent of Hall
Diana DeMarkoff, Gas
Souhegan National Bank, Notes
John D. Chute, Closing out Highway Agent Account 452 86
Town of Lyndeboro, Rent of truck 26 60
Town of Bennington, Rent of truck 12 25
Total Receipts $149,933 86








































(Listed in Same Order as Items in Town Budget)
Certificate
This is to certify that the information contained in this report
was taken from official records and is complete to the best of





1. Town Officers' Salaries $1,824 25
2. Town Officers' Expenses 1,056 45
3. Election & Registration 201 25
4. Expenses Town Hall & Other Buildings 3,448 67
5. Police Department 815 00
6. Fire Dept., including Forest Fires 2,568 72
7. Bounties 21 00
8. Insurance 1,477 96
9. Town Dump 635 70
10. Town Roads, Summer Maintenance 8,255 59
11. Town Roads, Winter Maintenance 9,066 66
12. Town Road Aid 10,547 19
13. Street Lighting 974 40
14. Library 2,085 00
15. Public Welfare 1,667 95
16. Patriotic Purposes 214 71
17. Parks & Playgrounds 150 75
18. Cemeteries 109 04
19. Damages & Legal Fees 271 65
20. Advertising & Regional Association 88 00
21. Taxes Bought by the Town 717 24
22. Social Security 716 83
23. Miscellaneous Expenditures 9,647 78
24. Interest 617 49
25. New Construction 3,417 49
26. Indebtedness Payments 30,000 00
27. State & County Taxes 6,781 65
28. Schools 38,276 43
Total $135,654 85
Less Social Security Withheld 88 26
Total Expenditures $135,566 23
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
1. Town Officers* Salaries:
Appropriation $1,900 00
Payments:
Frank C. Hutchison, Selectman
George F. Shea, Selectman
Charles H. Blanchard, Selectman
Anna M. Chute, Tax Collector
Anna M. Chute, Town Clerk
Anna M. Chute, Vital Statistics, Auto
Permits & Fees
Shirley E. Creighton, Treasurer
Florence T. Merchant, Overseer of Poor
Philip E. Magoon, Health Officer
Florence S. Adams, Auditor














2. Town Officers' Expenses:
Appropriation $1,100 00
Credit, Treasurer 26 83
tpi,X£0 OO
Payments:
Frank C. Hutchison $101 43
George F. Shea 40 75
Charles H. Blanchard 15 00
Anna M. Chute 126 37
Shirley E. Creighton 26 89
Publications 7 75
Office Supplies 44 91
Association Dues 9 00
Fuel 6 75
Phone—toll calls 3 80
Advertising 14 00
Printing Town Reports 486 40
Appraisal fee 5 00
Deeds & Mortgages, fees 13 60
P. O. Box Rental 2 80
Bellows-Nichols, bonds 152 00
<R1 O^fi l 1^ipl,vOD 'to
Balance $70 38
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
3. Election & Registration Expenses :
Appropriation
Payments:
Gardner Glover, Ballot Inspector
Carlyle Burland, Ballot Inspector
Hobart Adams, Ballot Inspector
Willard Hopkins, Ballot Inspector
George Foster, Supervisor of Checklist















4. Town Hall & Other Buildings
Appropriation




Gardner Glover, Care of Town Clock
Public Service Co.






















Eugene W. Creighton, Chief
Eugene W. Creighton, Dog Officer
John F. Rideout, Special Officer















DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
6. Fife Department :
Appropriation
Article No. 13 Fire Hose
Credit, Treasurer
Payments:
Chester W. Russell, Chief
Robert M. Gilbert, Treasurer
Perley N. Blanchard, Fire Warden
Perley N. Blanchard, Fire Call
John Rideout, Fire Holes
Chester W. Russell, Rental of Equip.
Materials & Supplies
Equipment Repairs
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Public Service Co.
Russell Fuel Oil Co.
Servicing Equipment
































































Leon Cochran, Custodian, old dump $366 45
Thomas Coughlan, Supervisor old dump 74 00
Elwin Bailey, Custodian, New dump 125 00







Credit: Equipment Rentals 38 50
Credit: Hancock TRA 167 10
Credit: Duncan Fund 1,292 16
$7,997 76
Payments:
Dean Russell, Pay Roll & Supplies $8,255 59
Overdraft $257 83






John D. Chute, Payroll & Supplies











12. Town Road Aid:
Appropriated $647 19
Appropriated Article No. 8 9,923 60— $10,570 79
Payments
Treasurer, State of N. H. $10,547 19
Balance $23 60
50











Article No. 18, Furnace 1,085 00
Payments:
Stephenson Memorial Library $1,000 00




Treas. State of N. H., Old Age As.





Windy Hill Greenhouses, flowers
H. S. Kinsman Co., flag
Monadnock Lumber Co., signs
Robert Gilbert, Special Police Duty
Thomas Coughlan, Special Police Duty
Chester Russell, Special Police Duty
Overdraft
17. Parks & Playgrounds:
Appropriation
Payments:

























Woodbury & Son, mowing $82 50
Public Service Co. 24 04
C. H. Cragin & Son, repairs 2 50
Balance
19. Damages & Legal Expenses:
Appropriation
Payments:
Kenneth A. Brighton, Fees Re Otter Lake
Overdraft
20. Advertising & Regional Association:
Appropriation
Payments:
Transcript Printing Co., public notices $13 00
Monadnock Regional As. 75 00
Overdraft
21. Taxes Bought by Town
Payments
:















Withholding from pay roll
Payments:










DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
23. Miscellaneous Expenditures:
Appropriation $9,045 00
Appropriation Planning Board 50 00
Unexpended, 1959 100 00
Payments
:
Trustees of Trust Funds $9,045 00
Zoning Ordinance, printing, postage 57 63
Planning Board, printing, postage, phone 28 85
Repairs to Town Well:
George Shea 94 50
George Shea, Jr. 20 00
Dean Russell 49 38
Monadnock Lumber Co. 175 20
E. C. & W. L. Hopkins 58 20
R. V. Chagnon, structural steel 99 00















Souhegan National Bank, temp, loans $338 34
Souhegan National Bank, serial notes 279 15
$617 49
Balance $232 51
25. New Construction £? Improvements:
Art. No. 14. Fire House
Art. No. 15. Old Dump Site
Art. No. 28. Rest Rooms
Unexpended, 1959
$3,365 00
Rest Rooms in Town Hall:
Robert Fish, Plumbing




New Exit in Town Hall
:
Arthur Blanchard, Construction $290 80
53
DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
New Dump Site:
Harry A. Dorr, Land
Kenneth A. Brighton, Legal Fees
Smith B. Harriman, Dozing
Otis Wilbur, Dozing
George Magoon, Felling Trees













Serial Note of 1960
Serial Note of 1961
27. Payments to Other Gov. Divisions:
State of New Hampshire:




















Head Taxes paid on 1960 list
















January 1, 1960 through March 8, 1960
Winter Roads
John D. Chute, Road Agent
Balance on hand January 1, 1960 $452 86
Received from Selectmen's Orders $5,450 83
$5,903 69
Payroll:
J. D. Chute $897 70
E. S. Holt 535 50
W. Russell 526 40
Charles Mann 120 00
F. Russell 49 00
L. Murray 85 98
R. Holt 42 00
Total Payroll $2,256 58
Equipment Rental $1,152 85
Bank Charge 5 40
Telephone & Postage 18 50
Express 2 50
Bennington Garage 17 00
C. H. Cragin & Son 284 57
Derby's Inc. 44 29
Donel Supply Co. 344 39
Gleason's Inc. 2 75
Greenfield Industries 2 92
R. C. Hazelton 62 95
E. C. & W. L. Hopkins 248 00
Public Service Co. 3 70
Russell Fuel Co. 170 88
Scott Machinery Inc. 595 19
A. W. Peters Inc. 152 06
Joe Thompson 28 00
Charles Mann 58 30
Total Amount $3,194 25
Grand Total Paid out $5,450 83
Balance $452 86
Paid check for $452.86 to Town of Greenfield to





Dean Russell, Road Agent
Dean Russell, labor 411 hrs.*
at $1.75 $719 74
Elwin Bailey, labor 338 hrs.
at $1.50 $507 00
Elwin Bailey, labor 17 hrs.
at $1.40 23 80
$530 80
Wm. Bailey, labor 35 hrs. at $1.40 49 00
Alfred Warren, labor 51 hrs. at $1.40 71 40
Chester Russell, shovel 14 hrs. at $3.50 $49 00
Floyd Cornwell, shovel 14 hrs. w/man
at $5.00 70 00
Floyd Cornwell, sawing wood 6 00
Intern'l Salt Co., 20 1/3 T. at $13.10 $266 32
Law Motor, freight transp. 76 24
Floyd Cornwell, sand 44 yrs. at 10 d 4 40
A. W. Peters:
Gas Mar. 4, Chute per slip $100 80
Gas & oil Russell per slips 60 22
$161 02
Russell Fuel Oil Co. 299 42
C. H. Cragin & Son, parts & repairs $83 08
John Connaire, tires 436 13
Scott Mach. Inc., axel, parts for grader 435 36
Joe Thompson, welding 111 50
Sanel Auto Parts Inc., parts 77 17
E. C. & W. L. Hopkins Inc., supplies
Public Service Co.










(Sub. total) $3,552 33
Starr Sumner, anti freeze not recorded




Dean Russell, labor 1062 hrs.*
at $1.75 $1,858 93
Dean Russell omitted credit of 75
Elwin Bailey, labor 686 hrs.
at $1.50 1,026 00
Elwin Bailey, labor 18 hrs.
at $1.40 25 20
$1,858 18
Leon Cochran, labor 143 hrs. at $1.40
Carl Pearson, labor 16 hrs. at $1.40
Howard Russell, labor 8 hrs. at $1.50
Bruce Russell, labor 19^ hrs. at $1.40
$3,171 28
Floyd Cornwell:
Truck & loader 56^ hrs. at $6.00,
Loader 2>y2 hrs. at $5.00
E. Adams, Town of Hancock, rake,
E. Holt, mower 20 hrs. at $3.50 hrs.
Less $4.80 gas
Chester Russell, loader 68 hrs. at $3.50;
Y2 hr. at $5.00
Carey Johnson, loader 4^ hrs. at $3.30,













A. W. Peters, gas $444 35
Russell Fuel Oil Co., oil 141 18
Beede Oil Co., 3600 gal. oil at .080 $288 00
Cold River Mix Co., patch 11 3/5 T. at
$7.00 less disc. $1.63 79 57
R. C. Hazelton, culverts 71 36
Vera Babine, gravel 160 yds. at 10c^ 16 00
Edda Lowe, gravel 80 yds. at 100 8 00
Wayland Russell, gravel 125 yds. at 100 12 50
Floyd Cornwell, gravel 40 yds. at 100 4 00
A. & M. Shea, gravel 68 yds. at 100 6 80
C. H. Cragin & Son, parts & repairs 296 42
Walter Creighton, Jr., parts, material
& labor (sprayer) 30 01
57
$486 23




Alloy Industries Inc., grader blades
Chadwick BaRoss, grader parts
John Connaire, oil filters, truck
Gleason Inc., grader starting fluid
F. C. Mercer, parts truck
S. B. Harriman, bulldozer blade
Rice's Inc., tires
Sanel Auto Parts Inc., parts
Scott Mach. Inc., grader parts
Greenfield Ind. Inc., supplies
E. C. & W. L. Hopkins Inc., supplies
Peterborough Hardware Inc., supplies
Ray Road Equip., signs & supplies
Richard Goodwin, labor & material
Monadnock Lumber Co., lumber
Dean Russell, door & lumber
Bank Charges




Duncan Fund (Class V)
Dean Russell labor 135 hrs* at $1.75 $236 26
Elwin Bailey, labor 42 hrs. at
$1.50 " $63 00
Elwin Bailey, labor 83^ hrs. at
$1.40 11 90
74 90
Chester Russell, shovel 32 hrs. at $3.50 112 00
Curtis Rowe, backhoe 11 hrs. at $11.00 121 00
Floyd Cornwell, truck 8 hrs. at $4.10,
truck & loader 39^ hrs. at $6.00 269 80
A. & M. Shea, gravel 400 yds. at 10^ 40 00
R. C. Hazelton Co., culverts 418 20





























State Income (Rental of Equipment)
Dean Russell, labor 18 hrs. at $1.75 $31 50
Elwin Bailey, labor 19^ hrs. at $1.50 29 25
Total $60 75
Dump (Construction)
Allocated to Highway Dept
Summary
$59 17
Received from Selectmen in advance
March 21, 1960 $500 00
Selectmen's Orders:
Snow Roads $3,552 33
Dirt Roads 6,463 43
Duncan Fund 1,292 16





Snow Roads $3,559 83
Dirt Roads 6,463 23
Duncan Fund 1,292 16
State Income 60 75
Dump 59 17
$11,435 14
Bal per check book, Dec. 31, 1960 492 70
Total $11,927 84
*The total cumulative hours for the employee, represents





REPORT OF OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Old Age Assistance:
December 1959 $141 75
January 1960 141 75
February 1960 141 75
March 1960 141 75
April 1960 141 75
May 1960 141 75
June 1960 142 44
July 1960 143 13
August 1960 147 13
September 1960 109 44
October 1960 142 75
November 1960 127 56
Town's Share
Town Share is 25% of total bill.
$1,662 95
Town Poor:
Sept.: Paid Greenfield Industries for
groceries for Mrs. Alfred Warren $5 00
Respectfully submitted,
Florence T. Merchant
Overseer of Public Welfare
60
REPORT OF STEPHENSON MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Receipts :
Amount in hand January 1, 1960 $424 23
John & Mary Butler Fund 45 10
Emma Gipson Fund 386 73
Elvira Ramsay Fund 21 48
Lucy Brooks Fund 5 49
Shirley Merchant Fund 6 00
Heating Installation Appropriation 1,085 00
Town Appropriation 1,000 00
Sale of Wood 15 00














Installing furnace 1,085 00
$2,100 74
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REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Report of Trustees of Trust Funds of money received and
expended for year ending December 31, 1960.
Receipts
:
Unexpended balance in banks Jan. 1, 1960 $3,032 10
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1960 $83 11
Interest withdrawn, 1960 1,160 59
Interest received 1960, $1,368 81




Safety deposit box rent
Maintenance water system
Windy Hill Greenhouses
P. J. Woodbury, Jr., labor
P. J. Woodbury, Jr., gas, oil, etc.





Painting gates, Greenvale Cemetery
Repaid J. D. Hardy Income Account
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1960
$1,343 70























To: Selectmen, Town of Greenfield, N. H.
From: Town Auditors
Re: Annual Audit of Town Accounts for Calendar Year 1960.
We have examined the accounts of the following town officers
for the calendar year 1960 and certify them to be correct and
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properly vouched: Selectmen, Clerk, Treasurer, Cemetery-
Trustees, Trustees of the Trust Funds, Library Trustees, Road




REPORT OF POLICE DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen
:
I herewith submit my report for the year ending December
31, 1960:
Traffic Warnings 61
Defective Equipment Tags 32
Accidents Reported 14
Accidents Investigated 13
Dogs Picked Up 11





Traffic Duty 354 Hours
Breaking and Entering Cases 10
Emergency Messages Delivered 17
Investigations for other Police Departments 4
Larceny Cases 8
Complaints on Dogs 9
Breaking, Entering & Larceny Cases 14
Suspicious Persons 2
Summons Delivered for other Police Depts. 5
I wish to take this opportunity to express my thanks to the
Board of Selectmen, Members of the Police Department,
Members of the State Police, Judge Kenneth Brighton, Clerk
of Courts of Peterborough, Merchants and Citizens of Green-
field for the cooperation given me in the performance of my






Amount on hand Dec. 31, 1959 $902 34








Pony Rides 22 25
Hay Rides 3 75
Fire Truck Rides 34 86
Bar-B-Que 491 25
Goodwin's Concessions 282 41
$2,884 30









Little League Equipment $40 33
Little League Dues 5 00
Treasurer's Expenses (3 years) 8 83
Hallowe'en Party 48 65
Girl Scouts Dues 10 00
Armistice Dance Deficit 15 20
Christmas Party 87 13
Bank Book 2 00
$217 14






Annual Treasurer's Report 1959-1960
Balance on hand $1,247 08
Receipts :
Interest $28 48
Received from Memberships (130)
(Adults) 241 00
First Prize Whing Ding Parade 5 00
Payments :
E. C. & W. L. Hopkins, Inc., env. &
stamps $11 51
N. H. Heart Fund (Major Goyette) 5 00
E. C. & W. L. Hopkins, Inc. (Fertilizer) 40 64
Greenfield Indus. Inc., (2 gals, paint) 14 70
E. C. & W. L. Hopkins, Inc., (welding
sign) 3 50
Mrs. Walter Gilbert (Cards, Prizes, etc.) 40 00
Mrs. Donald Hopkins (Silverware) 4 20
Arthur Blanchard, (Ceiling town hall
basement) 40 50





Balance on hand $167 50
Receipts :
Interest $24 00
$500. Transferred-Improvement As. 500 00
$691 50
Payments :
Chase Tree Service (Drilling holes






Moderator: Mr. Malcolm Atherton March 1961
Clerk: Mrs. Elizabeth Hopkins March 1961
Treasurer: Mrs. Sheldon Carbee June 1961
Auditors: Mrs. Frances H. Russell and
Mrs. Florence S. Adams March 1961
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS
Mr. Donald Harris, Chairman March 1961
Mr. Robert Cox March 1962
Mr. Robert Anderson (resigned) March 1963
Mr. Floyd Cornwell (appointed for balance of year)
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Mr. Kenneth A. Sargent
TEACHING STAFF FOR 1960-61
Mr. Richard Metivier, Principal Grades 4, 5, 6
Mrs. Sarah Hutchins Grades 1, 2, 3
Miss Ethelyn G. Edwards Music Supervisor
SCHOOL NURSE
Mrs. Florence Merchant, R. N.
SCHOOL DOCTOR
Louis Wiederhold, M. D.
SCHOOL CALENDAR
1960-61:
School opens January 3, 1961, Closes February 17
School opens February 27; Closes April 21
School opens May 1; Closes June 16 (prior to 12:00 Noon)
Holiday: May 30
1961-62:
School opens September 6; Closes November 22 (12:00 Noon)
School opens November 27; Closes December 20
School opens January 2; Closes February 16
School opens February 26; Closes April 20




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the town of
Greenfield qualified to vote in district affairs :
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said dis-
trict on the sixth day of March, 1961, at eight o'clock in the
afternoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
3a. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing
two years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board
and Truant Officer, and fix the compensation of any other
officers or agent of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or
Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in relation to
any subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see what sum of money the district will raise and appro-
priate for the support of schools, for the salaries of school dis-
trict officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the district, and to authorize the application
against said appropriation of such sums as are estimated to be
received from the state foundation and fund together with other
income ; the school board to certify to the selectmen the balance
between the estimated revenue and the appropriation, which
balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
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9. To see if the district will vote to pay tuition to special
classes for intellectually retarded children as provided in
Chapter 186:50a R.S.A., or take any action relating thereto.
10. If Article 9 is passed to see if the district will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $795 for this purpose, or take any
action relating thereto.
11. To see if the district will vote to use a check-list at meet-
ings as provided in Chapter 197:12 and 197:12a R.S.A., or take
any action relating thereto.
12. To see if the School District will vote to elect its officers by
an official ballot and to adopt the non-partisan system as pro-
vided in Chapter 59:73, 77, 79-86 R.S.A., or take any action
relating thereto.
13. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $500., to be used to begin development of an expanded
school playground area, or take any action relating thereto.
14. To transact any other business that may legally come
before the meeting.












$310 00 $200 00 $200 00
337 72 337 72 395 52
230 00 198 00 218 00
347 72 500 77 579 57
452 28 423 70 439 54
9,062 67 9,250 00 9,580 00
66 62 355 00 390 00
151 90 560 00 555 00
81 07 77 00 95 00
542 00 425 00 725 00
687 38 875 00 825 00
365 14 464 00 479 00
SCHOOL BOARD'S ESTIMATED BUDGET
School Board's statement of amounts required to support public schools and
meet other statutory obligations of the District for the fiscal year beginning





1. Salaries of District Officers
2. Supt.'s Salary (local share)
3. Tax for State Wide Supervision
4. Salaries of other Admn. Personnel
5. Supplies and Expenses
B. Instruction:
6. Teachers' Salaries
7. Textbooks & Other Instr. Aids
8. Scholars' Supplies
10. Other Instructional Expenses
C. Operation of School Plant:
11. Salary of Custodian
12. Fuel or Heat
13. Water, Light & Other Expenses
D. Maintenance of School Plant:









19. Teacher Retirement & Social
Security




21. Land and New Buildings
22. Additions and Improvements
23. New Equipment
H. Debt and Interest:
25. Payments on Principal
26. Payments of Interest
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349 77 365 00 395 00
6,770 80 7,780 00 7,650 00
8,370 72 13,125 00 12,995 00
4,587 02 5,764 00 6,890 00
40 00 40 00
319 47 300 00
617 01 648 27 672 62
497 52 494 33 526 33
$35,514 58 $42,657 79 $44,430 58
2,700 00
70 00
227 35 200 00 315 00
500 00 500 00
18 69 6 29
I. In and Out Items:
27. Refunds & Centralized Purchasing 510 00
Total Gross Payments $39,470 89
Cash on Hand June 30, 1960 910 02
Total Gross Payments for
all Purposes $40,380 91
Total Amount Required to
Meet School Board's Budget $43,364 08 $44,615 58
Income of District:
Balance on hand June 30, 1959




Other Sources: School Lunch
















Total Income of the District
Total Estimated Assessment








*Per State Tax Commission $41,706 81
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1960
Administration :
1. Salaries of District Officers $310 00
2. Supt.'s Salary (local share) 337 72
3. Tax for State Wide Supervision 230 00
4. Salaries of Other Admin. Personnel 347 72
5. Supplies and Expenses 452 28
Instruction:
6. Teachers' Salaries 9,062 67
7. Books & Other Instructional Aids 66 62
8. Scholars' Supplies 151 90
10. Supplies and Expenses 81 07
Operation of School Plant :
11. Salary of Custodian 542 00
12. Fuel and Heat 687 38
13. Water, Light, Sup. & Expenses 365 14
Maintenance of School Plant :
14. Repairs and Replacements 1,367 77
Auxiliary Activities
:
15. Health Supervision 349 77
16. Transportation 6,770 80
17. Tuition 12,957 74
18a. School Lunch 319 47
Fixed Charges:
19. Teacher Retirement & Social Security 617 01
20. Insurance, Treas. Bond & Expenses 497 52
Total Net Current Expenses $35,514 58
Capital Outlay:





25. Principal of Debt





Total Net Payments f<
Cash on Hand June 30, 1960
URPOSES $38,960 89
910 02





National School Lunch & Special Milk $297 33
Local Taxation:
Current Appropriation $34,526 43
Special Appropriation 750 00— $35,276 43
Other Sources:
Elementary School Tuitions $1,985 92
Total Net Receipts from all Sources $37,559 68
Cash on hand at Beginning of year July 1, 1959 2,311 23
Grand Total Net Receipts $39,870 91
Explanation of Difference Between Net and Gross Transactions
RECEIPTS
Total Net Income $39,870 91
Receipt of In and Out Items 510 00
Total Gross Income $40,380 91
PAYMENTS
Total Net Payments $39,870 91
Payment of In and Out Items 510 00
Total Gross Payments $40,380 91
BALANCE SHEET
Assets:
Cash on Hand June 30, 1960 $910 02
National Defense Act Title III 112 25
Total Assets $1,022 27
Liabilities
:
Notes and Bonds $500 00
Excess of Assets over Liabilities 522 27
Total Liabilities $1,022 27
STATUS OF SCHOOL NOTES AND BONDS
Name of Building or Project for which Greenfield
Notes or Bonds were Issued Public
Outstanding Beginning of Year $1,000 00
Payments of Principal 500 00
Notes or Bonds Outstanding at End of Year $500 00
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1, 1959 to June 30, 1960
Summary:
Cash on Hand July 1, 1959 $2,311 23
Received from Selectmen:
Current Appropriation $34,526 43
Special Appropriations 750 00
Received from State Treasurer:
Federal Funds 297 33
Received from Tuitions 1,985 92
Received from all other Sources 510 00
Total Receipts $38,069 68
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $40,380 91
Less School Board Orders Paid 39,470 89
Cash Balance on Hand June 30, 1960 $910 02
Beverly B. Carbee
June 30, 1960 District Treasurer
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers,
bank statements and other financial records of the treasurer of
the school district of Greenfield of which the above is a true
summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1960 and find them





Serial Notes dated August 9, 1956-60 Rate 23/£%, Original
Amount $2,000., Payable Souhegan National Bank, Milford,
N. H.
Date Due Principal Interest Balance
February 15, 1960 $6 39 $500 00
August 15, 1960 $500 00 6 29
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SCHOOL LUNCH REPORT
The summary below covers the receipts, expenditures, and
balances of the School Lunch Program at Greenfield Public
School for the fiscal year 1959-1960.










Total Receipts $1,304 15











Total Expenditures $1,207 39
Actual Cash Balance as of June 30, 1960 $107 39
I certify that the above information is true and correct; that
the cash balance has been determined by actual count and/or
verification of the check book balance; and that invoices and
other pertinent records as required are on file to substantiate the
School Lunch Program transactions.
Ella B. Harris
June 30, 1960 School Lunch Manager
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STATISTICS SCHOOL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1960
Enrollment by Grades
Grades 12 3 4 5 6 Total
Primary 14 7 9 30
Intermediate 8 7 20 35
Attending Schools Elsewhere
Peterborough High School 23
Peterborough Elementary School 19
Wilton High School 2
Hillsboro-Deering High School 1
Crotched Mountain 1
Parochial School Outside District 1























Visits by Superintendent 56
Roll of Perfect Attendance
Three Consecutive Years: Dianna Atkinson
Statistics First Twenty Weeks 1960-61
Census: (Ages 1 day to 18 yrs. incl.) Boys 80; Girls 69; Total 149
Attending Public Schools within the District 53
Attending Public Schools outside the District 50
Attending Parochial Schools outside the District 2
Attending Private Schools Within the District 1


























To the School Board and Citizens of Greenfield, I respectfully
submit my fourth annual report as your Superintendent of
Schools.
STAFF AND INSTRUCTION
The Greenfield school opened this fall with a complete change
of staff. Mr. Richard Metivier, of Dublin, New Hampshire, a
graduate of Keene Teachers College, with two years of teaching
experience in Mason, was elected as Principal of the building
and teacher of the upper room. Mrs. Sarah Hutchins, of Han-
cock, New Hampshire, a graduate of Keene Teachers College,
with three and one-half years of teaching experience at the first
grade level in Dover and Derry, New Hampshire, was hired to
teach in the primary room. The Town of Greenfield has been
extremely fortunate in being able to find teachers of such train-
ing and experience to work in the school. Miss Ethelyn Edwards
continues as Supervisor of Music, Mrs. Florence Merchant as
School Nurse, Dr. Louis Wiederhold as School Doctor and Mrs.
Marguerite Jackson as School Lunch Manager. Mr. Tom
Coughlan, of Greenfield, has been hired as Custodian of the
building, replacing Mr. Glover.
Due to the training and experience of the teachers in Green-
field, even though both are new to the system, excellent progress
is being made, perhaps more satisfactorily than has been the
case in several years. The extremely crowded condition which
existed in the school during the previous year has been eased
somewhat by the graduation from the sixth grade of an un-
usually large class. The lower room still has far too many
youngsters for real satisfactory progress to be made. At this
time over thirty children are in this room. This creates an al-
most impossible teaching situation and such progress as has
been made has been accomplished only by the conscientious
and diligent effort of Mrs. Hutchins.
Some help was provided in the teaching situation in this room
by having two of the first grade children sent to Peterborough
for special instruction. This program has been financially sup-
ported by the School Club. It means that the two children in-
volved are receiving instruction more suited to their needs, and
Mrs. Hutchins can devote more of her time to the children who
remain. An article in the warrant provides the District an op-
portunity to vote to raise funds to provide for the continuation
of this kind of special instruction during the coming school year
and in the future.
During the spring of last year and the fall of this year, through
cooperation with Mr. Waldo Stone, Director of Camp Union in
Greenfield, days of outdoor education were provided the children
of the upper room. This experience in outdoor education is con-
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tinued in regular classes. The experience can be tied in with
various academic areas to stimulate the interest of children and
seems to be most worthwhile. The children in grades four, five
and six this year are also working with the Science Research
Associates Reading Laboratory material. This material aims
at improving the comprehension abilities of children, as well as
improving their speed of reading, and also developing their
listening skills. Each child competes against himself rather
than against any other child in the room, and also reads ma-
terial that is suited to his particular skills, abilities and level.
These materials proved to be very satisfactory last year in other
schools of the Union and experience, up to this point, in Green-
field has been most satisfying.
In the late fall, the School Board approved the use of National
Defense Funds for the purchase of a television set for use within
the school. At the present time, offerings of television are being
used, and it is hoped that very shortly an outside antenna will
be installed to further improve the picture. There is no question
that the offerings on television will greatly augument the offer-
ings that can be provided by the regular classroom teacher and
will result in a broader education for the children.
You will be pleased to know that a very careful analysis of
annual Achievement Test results shows that the Greenfield
children are making excellent academic progress when com-
pared with children throughout the country. In addition,
analysis shows that achievement, beyond that which could be
expected from intelligence scores, has also taken place. A com-
parison with results tabulated in 1955 shows that today 25%
more children are achieving above the normal for them than
was the case in 1955. These results show that real, solid academ-
ic progress is being made in the education of your children. It is
expected that this year even better progress will be made, since
last gear's upper room teacher change caused some disruption
of regular class progress.
SCHOOL BUILDING AND GROUNDS
During the past year, the completion of an interior painting
program was completed, by the painting of the hallways,
kitchen and lavatory areas. This program of doing a little
bit of painting each year insures that the condition of the build-
ing is being properly maintained. During the spring of last year
it was deemed advisable to sell the old settees that have been
used for so many years in the auditorium area and replace these
units with metal folding chairs. This was accomplished, and
this present year's budget provided for additional folding chairs,
making possible adequate seating for a hundred people in the
auditorium.
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The program for development of the playground area is one
that has never really been satisfactorily resolved into a definite
course of action. There have been various recommendations for
doing any one of a number of different things. At this particular
time, the School Board has not decided upon a definite course
of action to be followed, but within the warrant will be found an
article calling for the raising of a sum of money to make a start
in a planned program of improving the playground area.
FINANCE
The School Board's budget for the year 1961-62 calls for a
total appropriation of $44,615.58 which is an increase over the
corresponding figure for the present year of $1,251.50. However,
due to additional income that is anticipated, the school assess-
ment is reduced to $99.23 less than the Tax Commission's school
tax figure for the present school year.
There are several areas of increase and decrease within the
budget which it is felt should be pointed out. In teachers'
salaries an increase of $330.00 over the amount that was budget-
ed last year is shown. The real increase in teachers' salaries is
more than this figure since the salaries at which teachers were
hired was less than the current amount budgeted. In Item 11,
Salaries of School Custodian, an increase of $100.00 seems
reasonable considering the exceptionally fine job that has been
done. The entire atmosphere of the school has been improved
due to the high level of cleanliness, tidiness and sanitation being
maintained. In Item 14, a decrease is evidenced because the
current budget included in it the cost of painting, this being
accomplished during the past summer. In Item 17, Tuition, an
increase of $996.00 is shown, caused by two factors: one, an in-
crease in high school tuition costs at Peterborough from $399.00
to $435.00; and two, additional children at high school. In Item
18A, School Lunch, an apparent increase of $300.00 is shown.
However, this is just a re-arrangement of accounting procedures
which has been recommended by the State Department of
Education. Under Item J in the budget, one will find an esti-
mated income of $300.00 from school lunch reimbursements,
showing no net cost to the District. In Item 23, New Equip-
ment, an increase of $115.00 is shown made necessary by the
need for chair and desk units in the upper classroom to replace
those which have out-lived their usefulness. In Item 25, a
reduction in payment on principal of $500.00 is shown, since
payment for the alterations of the auditorium were ended as of
August 15, 1960.
The balance of $1,000.00 which is estimated for the end of
June 1961 is accounted for by a reduction in high school enroll-
ment below that which was anticipated.
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CONCLUSION
I wish to express my appreciation to the Greenfield School
Board and to the School Club for their sincere and helpful co-
operation in working diligently for the education of children in
Greenfield. I take this opportunity to sincerely thank the
teachers for the great effort they have made under difficult
circumstances.
It was with regret that the Board accepted the resignation of
Mr. Robert Anderson who had served the School District and
children as a Board member with interest and conscientious-
ness for the last four years. It was with great pleasure that the
Board accepted the membership of Floyd Cornwell to assume
responsibility for this vacancy, knowing of his interest in the
children of the town. With this spirit of cooperation and help-
fulness as shown by these men, it is understandable why even
under the difficult circumstances associated with the operation
of a small school, excellent education has been provided for the





To the Superintendent of Schools and the Board of Education
:
The following is a summary of the Health work completed by
the School Nurse in the Greenfield Schools from September 1959
to June 1960:






Students are weighed each month and measured every three
months.
Physical examinations made by Dr. Wiederhold showed the
following defects:





Corrections made during the year:
Eyes 2
Teeth 28
One child was excluded from school because of Pediculosis.
There was one case of Scarlet Fever.
Special Health Activities
:
Fourteen children were taken to Peterborough for dental care.
This was paid for partly by the Parents and Teachers' Club and
the rest by the parents of the children who were taken to clinic.
The Greenfield Women's Club continued their fine health
program of making available Vitamins for all school children
during the winter months.
I wish to express my appreciation to the people who made the
Health Program possible in the school, the Superintendent of
Schools, School Doctor, Board of Education, and the fine
cooperation of Teachers and Parents.
Respectfully submitted,
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Inventory of Valuation of the Residents of Greenfield, N. H.
Assessed Total Assessed Total
Valuation Valu- Valuation Valu-
ation ation
Adams, Jarvis M. Blanchard, Perley N.
Barn $2041 Home place, 2a 4349 4349
21 Cows 2205 Blaha, Wm. A. & Agnes J.
Reynolds field, 12a 350 Home place, 13.7a 5509 5509
Cheever land, 29^a 208 4804 Bowes, Louis M. Jr. & Elva E.
Adams, Florence S. Home place, 4^a 3913
Home place, 72a 8168 8168 Greenhouses, 2a 4987 8900
Adams, Hobart W. Brooks, Harold W. & Delia W.
Home place, 3Ha & Home place, 2J^a 4324
Sargent land, 12J^a 7536 1 horse 53
McNear, 26^a 233 7769 3 cows 263 4640
Aiken, Marjorie L. Blackwood, John B.Home place












Burland, Carlyle G. &
Mildred R.
Geo. Gould place, 150a





Anderson, Robert H. Home place, J^a 4943
& Priscilla L. Ramsey land, 4a 546 5489
Home place, 60a 14902 14902 Gary, Hazel Q.
Atherton, Malcom H. & Home place, 150a 10232
Edythe H. Stock in trade 630 10862
Home place, la 9819 Chute, Anna M.
5600 fowls 1855 Home place, lj^a 5509 5509
Patch land, 15a 120 Chute, Anna M. & John D.
Brooder house, 2a 6951 Gertrude Magoon land, 3a 215
Reynolds land, l^a 700 19445 Glover lot, J^a 315
Atkinson, Robert D. Post Office Building 9800 10330
Home place, la 5144 5144 Cleaves, Clinton H.
Babine, Clarence Heirs Home place, 6a 5322 5322
Lot small Zephyr Lake 210 Cochran, Leon E.
Sawmill 2800 Home place, 34a 3470
Additional land at lake 2a 2044 5054 Hardy land, 35a 74
(2 acres sold to Tessier) Blood & Patch lot, 20a 42 3586
Babine, Vera L.
Home place, 175a 9193 9193
Cochran, Lloyd R.
Home place, 4a 872











Cragin, Kenneth H., Jr.
L. W. Flynn place, 214a






1 Cow 91 Cornwell, Floyd A. & Elsie M.
Hartshorn lot, 90a 189 Home place, 261a 4871
Sargent land, 20a 231 20 cows 2100 6971
N. E. Box lot, 10a 21 Carbee, Roland E.
Patch land, 20a 42 Home place, 95a 4463 4463
Foster lot, 35a 97 Coughlan, Thorn. M. & Elise M.
Cavanaugh lot, 35a 74 8761 Schofield place 5741
Blanchard, Charles H. Plain land & camps, 40a 1471
Home place, 126a 3486 Main house, la 3539 10751
8 cows 728 Cragin, Charles H. Heirs
1 neat stock 56 4270 Home place, 15a 3646 3646
Blanchard, Arthur B. & Cragin, Kenneth H. Sr.,
Anna B. Garage 8015
Home place, J^a 5052 5052 Stock in trade 2240 10255
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Creighton, Eugene W. &
Shirley E.
Home place 6103 6103
Creighton, Walter A. Jr. &
Theresa M.
Home place, 7J^a 4921 4921
Cox, Robert E. & Bernice T.
Mary Putnam place 5970 5970
Crawford, Jeanette
Home place, 25J4a 19249
Conant land, 30a 126
1 horse 88 19463
Clarke, Albert T. & Margaret M.
Home place, 4^a 10612 10612
Cochran, Faith
Cottage, Hancock Rd. 7046 7046
Davis, Irene C.
Home place, 20a 10511 10511
Dorr, Harry A.
Home place, 60a 2988
2 horses 140
2 cows 224
1 neat stock 56
Gage pasture, 110a 393
Hillside pasture, 74a 310 4111
Dudley, Theodore B. & Anna A.
Home place, 265a 7630
2 cows 207 7837
Daigneault, William
Trailer, No. 1 560
Trailer No. 2 1645 2205
Earl, Edward T.
Home place 10170 10170
Eastman, Harold F. & Eleanor S.
Home place, 5a 1414 1414
Emery, Ellsworth Heirs
Home place, 75a 2110 2110
Emery, Beatrice L.
Home place, l/ia. 4504 4504
Ferry, Joseph T., Sr.
Home place 3219 3219
Farrow, Harold A. & Agnes B.
Home place, la 6363
(Jo. Quinn). Rockwell
land, 24a 50 6413
Fitts, Lincoln W. & Florence D.
Home place, 60a 12988
Collins land, Inc. 40a
Bennett cottage, 4J^a 2444 15432
Foster, Geo. P. & Sarah E.
Home place, Y<& 6118 6118
Gilbert, Dorothy
Home place, 60a 15703
Burnham lot, 40a
Magoon land, 3a
Hopkins land, 10a 15703
Goodwin, Richard H. &
Loretta C.
Home place, la 6794 6794
George, Donald
Waite cottage, 3a 190 190
George, Mildred L.
Home place, 135a
























































Hopkins, Willard H. & Gladys O.
Home place 5202
Horak, John
Farrington place, 135a 3840
Heesch, Paul & Dorothea
Home place 8177
Holden, Cordelia C.
Home place, 60a 10516
Hopkins & Patch lot, 40a 168
Hutchison, Frank C. & Lillian T.
Home place, 75a 6805
















































Hedley, Wilson & Mary A.




Gould past. & cottage, 199a 865
Jackson, Wm. R. & Marguerite R.
Home place, 174a 6897
Knudson, Albert J. & Eva L.
Home place, ^a
Kemp, Farley B. & Edna M.





Lamb, Lester E. & Elizabeth H.
Home place, 7a 4729
Lawrence, Geo. D. & Ruth H.
Cosgrove land, 9a 55
Home place, Ha 2755
Lowe, Edda F.
Home place, 70a 4006
Leathe, Robert A.
Home place, 27a 1748
LeBlanc, Clarence I. & Marion E.
Home place, 6a 5411
Magoon, Carl
Home place, 3a 867
Magoon, Dorothy A.
Home place, %a 2937
Magoon, Geo. C. & Agnes
Home place, 34a 1731
Magoon, Philip E., Sr.
Home place, 10a 2453
Magoon, Philip E., Jr.
Home place 4067



















Home place, 27a 3766
Merrill, Richard C.
Home place, 50a 9588
Cottage 2373
Muzzey, Frank G. & Margaret L.
Home place, 9Ha
Home place 413 413
Mann, Bertha E. & Chas. E.
Home place, 10a 3679
Garage 968 4647
Mann, Martin F. & Rosie A.
Cottage 1913
Plain Land, 196a 315 2228
Mason, Doris H.
Home place 5219 5219
Merchant, Alberta A.
Home place, 3a 2408 2408
Mather, Florence E.
Woodland Hill Farm, 38a
& cottages 15409
Parker land, 30a 182
Abbott pasture, 75a 246
Corey land, 10a 21
Holt farm, 5Ha 43
Lot at Zephyr lake, Ha 508
Conant land, 13Ha 28
Kittredge land, 20a 42 16479
Merchant, Gifford A. & Babbette A.












O'Laughlin, John & Patricia A.
Cottage 2426
Pero, Loren & Dorothy
Cottage 721
Pearson, Haydn S. & Blanche E.
Home place, 10a 14277
Paro, F. Daniel & Muriel L.
Home place, 45a 6244
Phelps, Roland A. & Gladys A.
Home place 6909
Pearson, Carl W. & Melvina C.
Home place, lHa 971
2 Horses 175
Peterson, Gunnar I.
Home place, 10a 9505
Pelkey, Ernest
Wilson place, 20a 1641
Peterson, Evelyn L.
Anna Foote place, 10a 3735
Paige, Harvey J.
Hopkins & Patch land
& Camps, 42a




























Moses Robertson farm, 120a 504
French land, 66a 139
Robbins, Robert
Home place, 3a 1833
Russell, Chester W.
Will Russell farm, 50a 105
Jo McCabe, Savage land, Ha 17
Sap House 273
Robbins, Richard A.


























Russell, Geo. & Evelyn C.
Home place, l/8a 4003 4003
Russell, Wayland A.
Home place, 6a 4715
Brooks field, %a 350 5065
Russell, Ralph H. & Frances H.
Home place, 7478
Hopkins & Patch land, 20a 42
Stock in trade 2722
Oil station & garage, }A& 2105
Peavey land, 18a 175 12522
Ryan, John B. & Donald F.
Home place, 50a 14305
5400 fowls 1666 15971
Russell, Dean P. & Ruth H.
Home place, l/3a 2935 2935
Russell, Dean P.
Marsh pasture, 43a 90
Spaulding pasture, 54a 227
Driscoll land, 95a 200 517
Rantoul, Endicott
Home place, 40a 10330 10330
Rideout, John A. & Josephine H.
Home place, la 4174 4174
Russell, Clifford L. & Beulah E.
Home place, la 2580 2580




Russell, Chester W. & Louise C.
Home place, l/8a 7423 7423
Schmidt & Gustave W. & Alice M.




Shea, Albert J. & Mabel F.
Home place, 55a 3688 3688
Shea, Albert J.
Wyant place, 72a 158 158
Shea, George F.
Peterborough Mt., 6a 12
Peavey land, 18a 38
Otter lake State Park &
Ice Houses 270 320
Shea, George F. & Meta G.
Home place, 5a 7008 7008
Skinner, Edson M.
Home place 1095
Mills & machinery 105 1200
Smith, Fred A.
Home place, Ka 2121 2121
Sullivan, Isobel R. & Michael J.
Home place 4140 4140
Sumner, Eugene Heirs
Draper land, 17a 71
Part of Clover farm, 80a 266 337
Sumner, Nellie H.
Home place, 120a 3395 3395
Sumner, Starr E.
Home place, 16^a 12523 12523
Swinnington, Joseph
Home place 935
Stanley, Robert H. & Alice M. G.
Home place, 20a 5585





Hopkins & Cuddihee 21
Sampson, John J. & Anna L.
Home place, 7^a 4526
Springfield, Joseph M. &
Jairetta E. 4021
Selkey, Fred A.
House, Trailer & garage
la 3025
Sanford, Ben
Home place, 4a 7403
Lot, Paige land 345
Thomas, Robert Sr., & Edna H.
Home place, 150a 3413
Thomas, Robert Jr. & Marjorie G.
Home place, 3a 1596
Tupper, Alton F., Jr. & Louise K.
Home place, 80a 7774
Woodman pasture, 80a 336
Varnum, Josephine A.
Home place, 9a 11443
Wilbur, Otis
Home place & lot $1415
Waite, Clifford E. Heirs
Home place, 20a 2031
Whitcomb, Elwood Heirs
Home place, 236a 9160
Mills & machinery 2100




Chas. Lowe place, 70a 147
Whitney, Eva F. & Stephen J.
Lowe pasture, 180a 350
Jennie Scott land, 20a 28
Home place, 40a 3616
Wirz, John A. & Paula M.
Home place, 11a 7023
McCanna home, Ka 9459
Wetterlind, Ruth E. C.
Home place, 3a 4171
Warren, Alfred J. & Delia J.
Home place, 3^a 1526
Whitney, Stephen J., Jr.
McCaffrey land, 50a 105
Dunstan pasture, 100a 210
Whitaker, Mrs. Dorothy B.
Carrie Gould place 6752
Zillessen, Walter A. & Jane W.
Home place, 160a 12275





































Sawyer land & camp, 20a
Swamp land, 20a
Holt & Woodman, 4a
Brening, Fred E. & Ruth A




Lot No. 6 & cottage at
Zephyr Lake
Batchelder, Wm. H.














Adj. Caroline Brown, 65a
Brantwood camp, 338a exempt
Amos Martin Land, 18a 38
Waldo Clement lot, 5a 10
Brooks, Henry E. & Bette
Fassett place, 80a
Brodeur, Therese & Jerome





J. M. Butler land, 12a






New Cottage No. 2
Bliss, Warriner
Cottage, Peterboro Mt., 3a 958
Bertocci, Peter A.
Blanchard Camp, 2a 1498
Bohonan, John H.














































Lots No. 10 & 12
Zephyr lake
Bauer, Frank J. & Jean H.
Arthur Keith pi. 16 4/5a
Bowes, Maurice E.
Chase farm, 60a
B. & M. R. R.
F. S. Gage, 3^a
Boyle, Agnes M.
Home place, 43J^a
Cottage Sunset lake, l/8a








Cass, B. Elwin, Lane, James E.
Celia Lane Cass
Cottage Sunset lake, }^a
Cheshire Oil Co.
1 pump
Clark, Earl P & Madeline O.





Adj. Bennington rd., 60a
Alexander land, 60a
Cowden, Frances & Mary Gravalos




Crooker, Frank W. & Jean S.
Devoy cottage Sunset l/8a 2619
Cudyer, Robert
Lot at Whittemore lake
Curtin, Joseph T.
Geo. Keith place, 10a
Arthur Keith land, 6.7a
Crotched Mt. Foundation
F. E. Russell land, 300a
Nellie Patch land, 65a
Part of Hoyt & Gale land,
HHa
Fletcher E. Woods pasture,
129a 413
Lucy Brooks home place
2 5/8a 11661
Whittemore estate, la 5103
Desmarais, Albert A.














































Dillon, Alfred. J. & Augusta B.
Hugron pasture, 40a 168 168
Draper, Marion S.
Adj. Sampson, 10a 42 42
Davis, Norman W. & Blanche E.
Muzzey farm, 203a 8738
Brennan lot, 3a 21 8759
Derby, Robert W.
Cottage, Sunset lake 1649
Hopkins land, 2a 35 1684
Dierauf, Frank
Cottage, 4a 3245 3245
Doremus, Richard W.
Grant place, 2a 70 70
Draper, James E. & Inez
Cottage Sunset lake 6126 6126
Draper, Harry E.
Cottage, Sunset lake 3558 3558
Eaton, Maxwell P.
Cottage, Sunset lake 2249
Right of way to Lake 115 2364
Emerson, J. D. Heirs
Lot, Otter Lake 516 516
Emery, Robert
Duncklee land, 25a 105 105
Faulkner, Edward A. & Ruth M.
Labier place, 14a 1387 1387
Fitzgerald, John
Green cottage at Sunset 981 981
Flynn, Lawrence N.
Munhall field, 3a 105 105
Farrington, Eben Heirs
Adj. Joseph Ferry, 17a 36 36
Fay, Joseph H. & Helen
Newton land, 5a 35 35
Field, John N. 3rd
Clement lot, 24a 101 101
Feemster, Olive & Ray
Coleman cottage, 4a 480 480
Foss, Dorothy F.
Jones place, 164a 5051
Gilson lot, 45a 95
Cragin lot, 80a 126 5272
Fletcher, Ida
Home place, 3Ha 4015
Mt. pasture, 60a 252
Dutton land, 25a 105
Hadley land, 40a 168
Meadow land, 18a 38 4578
Fletcher, Saxton W.
Home place, 166a 11255
31 cows 4883
2 neat stock 175
Blanchard farm, 199a 17702
Cornell & Fletcher, 40a 168
Cain land, 45a 105
Savage place, 163a 763
Peavey land, 22a 92 35143
Felton, Geo. E. & Rachel E.
Lot 3 Zephyr lake 514 514
Fletcher, Saxton W., Jr.











Guy, Kenneth C. & Doris E
Smith meadow, 3a
Gardner, William C.












Goyette, Mrs. A. E.
Fairgrounds, 20a 700
Griffiths, John E. & Barbara
Scott land, 20a 84
Higgins, Joseph F. & Helen T.
Theresa Russell place, 12a 1329
Hannaford, Dorothy
Hopkins Id. & cottage, %a 1488
Hanson, William M.
Part of Hovey land, 15a
Hartigan, Richard H. Heirs
Home place, la
Tessie Holt place, Ha
Hanley, Frederick V. &
Constance J.
Marie Goodwin place, 4a
Heald, Philip Jr. & Charles
B. Sullivan
Minnie Blanchard Id., 10a 42
Holt, Harland H.
Hardy land, 45a 95
Hopkins, Sumner P. & Ruth H.
Home place, 2Ha 11935
Peavey land, 33Ha 141
Hopkins, Sumner P.
Kitty Carter land, 15a 63
Horpe, Laura K.
McQuade place, Ha 2590
Hopkins, William




Part of H.P. Holt farm, 25a 105
Hoover, Alfred S. & Catherine M.
Herlihy & Morris
cottages, 2 /3a 2207
Higgins
Cottage, Whittemore lake 1666
Kane, James F.
Crosby land & cottage, 30a 2029
Keefe, Perley C.
Martin place, 31 Ha 1591


































Cottage & Hopkins land
IMa 3863
New Cottage 424
Boat house 116 4403
Larkin, Charlotte & Mary
Wade cottage, lj^a 2297 2297
Livingston, Sidney B. & Violet M.
Patch land, 15a 63 63
Langdell, Kenneth,
Karl & Jean Griffiths
Camp, Peterboro Mt. 800 800
Luitweiler, Sarah C.
French farm, 30a 3243
Munhall land, 87a 183 3426
Lorden Lumber Co.
Part of Riedell land, 84a 353
Wood & lumber 15475 15828
Lowe, Forrest
Saw mill 1400 1400
Leathe, Tillie
Clipper trailer 154 154
Larson, Gustave A. & Marion K.
Johnston cottage on
Peterboro Mt., 50a 908 908
Morse, Carlton E. & Doris
Lot on Peterboro Mt., 3a 18 18
Monadnock Lumber Co.
Labier place, 100a 315 315
Murray, Robert J.
Cottage, 3a 1709 1709
MacDuffie, John, 2nd & Evelyn W.
Wheeler cottage, 4^a 6171
Sawyer land, 40a 168 6339
MacAlester, Andrew S. & Dorothy M
Cain place, 19a 7353
'
7353
McCabe, John J. & Mabel L.
From Chester Russell, J^ 17a
Loorom land & cottage, 3a 3106 3123
Miner, Edna D.
Fletcher lot, ^a 420
Ice cream parlor 1576 1996
Miner, Leroy M. S.
Home place, 60a 11541
Lake frontage, 750a 1134
Cain land, 45a 228
Brooks field, 5a 70
Cain land, 8a 34
Hardy land, 30a 126
Corey land, 8a 34 13342
Morse, David P.
Gipson lot, 15a 63 63
Moody, Kenneth W. & Bertha S.
Danforth cottage, l/8a. 1439 1439
MacFarlane, Russell B.
Starrett land, 65a &
2 Camps & Girls' Camp 9480 9480
McDonald, Thomas F. & Melba
Hiram Hardy farm, 175a 6110 6110
MacDonald, Jacqueline

















Murray, Claire I. & Molloy,
Claire A.
Taylor farm, 145a 5251
MacDonald, John D. & Evelyn P.
Barber cottage, 2a 3966
Marshall, Lawrence K.
Crosby pasture, 225a
Wm. Russell pasture, 200a








N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Telephone building, l/8a
N. E. Woodenware Co.
Rogers lot, 34a
Flynn land, 10a
Wm. Thompson lot, 98a
Nordgren, Ralph E.





Fletcher lot, 4a 18
Oakes, Bufford W. & Martha T.
Freeman cottage (log cabin)
73^a 1644
Oxford Paper Co. Inc.
Whittemore land, Ilia 466







Adj. C. N. Hopkins, 4a
Parrott, Raymond C. & Doretta M.
Cottage, Sunset lake, l/8a 1744
Poor, Melvin W. & Edna M.
Anna Foote woodland, 10a 42
Public Service of N. H.
Electric plants 90800
Putnam, Francis
Hopkins land & cottage 1800
Parker, Franklin & Katherine
Sweetzer land &
cottage, 17a 2300
Polly, John D. & Jessie
Lot at Whittemore lake 582
Popple, Albert C. & Annie M.
Chas. Herlihy cottage 2142
Peters, Ashford W.
Quinn, Joseph
Moses farm, 169a 889
Reaveley, Eveline


































Roy, Roland A. & Juliette
Richards camp, J^a
Raffi, Joseph C. & Angela
Cottage No. 1, Uy2a.
Cottage No. 2, ^a
Robbins, Roy & Sylvia
Cottage, Sunset lake
Sayles, Howard
Fred Smith place, 158a
Scanlon, James T. & Mary V.
Cottage, Whittemore lake
Sceva Spear Foundation
Part of Hoyt Gale land,
23^a 134
Sunset Lake land, 30a 1050
Sherburne, Norman R. & Maxwell G.
Draper land, 29J^a. 124
Buck pasture, 45a 189
Slade, Leslie F.
Reynolds land & camp, 2 3^a 453
Socony Vacuum Co.
Pumps & tanks 210
Spaulding, Clarence L. & Genevieve
Lot 8 & 9 on Zephyr
Cottage from Legee 6968
Soc. for Protection of N. H. Forests











Sayles, Ralph T. Heirs




Wm. Duncklee land, 130a
Sumner, Walter W. & Ina A.


















Cottage Zephyr lake 3049
Sundin, Frank O.
Part Clover farm, 17a 4234
Sergi, Francis O.
Cottage Whittemore lake 3273
Sutherland, Eileen & Janet
Hamilton





Moore & Marsh, 13a
Pollard lot, 6a 141
Tyrrell, C. W.
Babine cottage, 2 2/5a 3570
Taylor, Margaret
N. Smith place, 8a 1688
Taylor, Donald S. & Virginia L.
Sherburne cottage, 2J^a 1457
Tessier, Geo. F. & Lucille
Cottage Zephyr lake 3564
2.y2 lots at Zephyr lake 910
Windsor-Embassy Chem. Corp.
Land from Robertson, 44J^a 185





S. G. White land, 16a 67
Wheeler, Chas. A. & Marion R.




B. Y. M. C. Union
Holt & Flynn, 249a
Dining Hall & New bldg 38976
Zarowski, Walter B. & Ruth E.
Lot 3 at Zeyphyr lake 510
3049
4234
3273
3289
141
3570
1688
1457
4474
219
1486
67
539
2181
38976
510
96


